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Introduction

Humanity has always been linked with the sky and the stars.
All the elements heavier than helium are only produced in stars, in the so
called nucleosynthesis processes.
A star is a a gaseous system in equilibrium between the gravitational force,
which would lead to the stellar collapse and the stellar pressure (gas + radia-
tion pressure) which counteracts the gravity force. But a star is hot and thus
irradiates photons from the surface. The energy produced in these reactions
balances the energy losses from the surface, allowing stars to evolve and live
for billions of years. Almost all the light elements up to lithium are produced
in the so called Big Bang Nucleosynthesis, in the 3 minutes immediately after
the Big Bang. Nuclei up to iron (Z<26) are produced by means of nuclear fu-
sion processes between charged particles. Charged particle fusion reactions
producing elements heavier then iron are endothermic processes. The nu-
cleosynthesis after iron continues mainly through neutron capture processes:
the s-process and the r-process.
The main candidate as neutron source for s process in the low mass (1 <
M/M� < 4) Asymptotic Giants Branch (AGB) stars is the 13C(α, n)16O (Q=
2.2216 MeV) reaction [1]. Typical temperature of this stellar environment is
T = 108 K, that corresponds to an energy range 140 < E < 230 keV. The
knowledge of the cross section with a small uncertainty in this energy win-
dow, the Gamow window, permits to constrain the reaction rate and improv-
ing the astrophysical models.The main problem is that these astrophysical
energies are well below the Coulomb potential, so cross section is extremely
low in the order of picobarn.
Previous works in literature have provided cross section at high energies
with large uncertainties, mainly due to high Earth surface neutron back-
ground and to the difficulties to keep under control the target behaviour
during the alpha irradiation.The lowest point measured with a direct mea-
surement has been performed at E= 280 keV [2], with an uncertainty larger
than 50%.
One needs to approach the low energies cross section values through extrap-
olation procedures: in the case of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, this is more com-
plex since a near threshold resonance of the 17O compound nucleus extends
its tail up to the Gamow window. However indirect measurement meth-
ods, such as ANC [3] and Trojan Horse Method [4] can measure the cross
section inside the Gamow window, but in any case they need normalization
with respect to direct data. An accurate direct measurement approaching the
Gamow window is mandatory.
My Phd work has been devoted to the 13C(α, n)16O reaction absolute cross
section measurement in the framework of the Laboratory for Underground
Nuclear Astrophysics (LUNA) experiment [5].
The 400 kV accelerator is installed in the Underground Gran Sasso National
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Laboratory: thanks to the 1400 m of rocks (3400 meters of water equivalent)
the cosmic background is strongly suppressed with respect to Earth surface:
muonic component is reduced by six orders of magnitude, neutron compo-
nent by three orders of magnitude.
For the first time, the LUNA collaboration faces out a neutron measurement.
In this scientific framework, I strongly contributed to the development and
characterization of the first neutron detector with a low intrinsic background,
ideal to measurements of rare events a low background environment.
In Chapter 1, I will elucidate the astrophysical importance of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction
as a seed of s process. I will give an overview on the state of the art of the
measurement, pointing out the sources of the present uncertainties in the lit-
erature works.
In Chapter 2 I will illustrate the advantages of the underground laboratory
to measure low cross sections, due to the strong suppression of the cosmic
background. In the last section I will carry out a feasibility study that con-
firms the need of an underground measurement.
In Chapter 3 I will present the two setups that have been designed for the
neutron measurements: the Multi Target Setup and the Single Target Setup.
We built detectors based on a 18 3He counters with a low intrinsic back-
ground array, embedded in a polyethylene moderator. Firstly I developed
a simulation code based on Geant4 libraries, for designing a high efficiency
setup and at the same time compact and easy to handle.
The efficiency curve evaluated with simulations was validate by a devoted
experimental campaign performed at MTA Atomki (Debrecen, Hungary).
In Chapter 4 I will get into the heart of this PhD work, describing the target
preparation campaign that I personally coordinated. Targets have been pro-
duced at MTA Atomki evaporating 99% enriched 13C powder on tantalum
backings. Target monitoring turned out a crucial aspect to keep low the sys-
tematics uncertainties, so I made big efforts in order to characterize the tar-
gets used for the measurements: two complementary campaigns have been
scheduled. In the first step, immediately after the evaporation, the thick tar-
get yield approach with the 13C(p, γ)14N wide resonance at Ep,lab = 1748 keV
was exploited at the 2MV tandem installed at MTA Atomki. In the second
step the direct capture component at lower energies was used for the LUNA
campaign and the stability of targets under high intensity proton beam was
tested.
In Chapter 5 an innovative analysis developed to take into account the 13C
target modification due to an irradiation with an intense alpha beam is de-
scribed: an alternation of proton beam and alpha beam has been thought to
properly correct the data acquired.
I have measured cross section in energy range 260 < E < 305 keV, reaching
the lowest point measured with a direct measurement. Thanks to the accu-
rate analysis the overall uncertainties of the cross section is unprecedentedly
of 15%.
In the last paragraph of the fifth Chapter results are compared with literature
and discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the problem

In this chapter I will introduce the main concepts of nuclear astrophysics re-
actions, and how measurements at stellar energies, in the so called Gamow
energy region, influence the reaction rate (section 1.1).
According to the stellar mass, the stellar evolution is different, but the com-
mon aspect is that the energy necessary to balance energy losses from the
stellar surface is produced from nuclear fusion processes.
These nuclear processes, are also responsible for the nucleosynthesis pro-
cesses: indeed two light nuclei produce an heavier one and emit other reac-
tion products ( γ-rays or other charged particles).
All the elements up to iron are synthesized by means of charged particle nu-
clear fusion.
These processes become endothermic for nuclei heavier then Iron, so the pro-
duction of heaviest nuclei (Z > 26) is possible through subsequent neutron
capture processes: slow neutron captures (Section 1.2) (s-process) or rapid
neutron captures (r-process).
In my PhD work I will focus on the main neutron source for the s process in
low mass Asymptotic Giants Branch (AGB) stars: the 13C(α, n)16O reaction.
I will, briefly, overview the nuclear aspects of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction and
state of the art (Section 1.3).
Several authors studied this reaction through direct and indirect methods.
Despite the experimental efforts performed, cross section values are pro-
vided with large uncertainties, at the expense of astrophysical models that
need cross sections within a precision of 10% in the stellar energy region of
interest.

1.1 Cross section and reaction rate in Nuclear Astrophysics

In the hot stellar internal environments atoms are mainly totally ionized. The
matter is a plasma of free electrons and charged nuclei in equilibrium with
the radiation which is, in mean, neutral. Radiation and particles are in ther-
modynamical equilibrium, thus the distribution of particles’ velocities inside
stars can be described by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with an aver-
age temperature T.
Charged nuclei repel each other due to the Coulomb force, proportional to
the nuclear electric charge, generating the so called Coulomb barrier.
Only when this is overcome ( or penetrated thanks to the tunnel effect) charged
particle nuclear fusion reactions can occur.
The average energy of nuclei E = kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant, is
well below the Coulomb potential.
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Classically only projectiles in the tail of the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution
would have enough energy.
The Quantum tunnelling effect, however, allows particles with smaller ener-
gies to penetrate the Coulomb barrier, so that a nuclear reaction is possible at
lower energies with a probability P that, in the s-wave process condition, is

P(E) = exp(−2πη) (1.1)

where η = Z1Z2e2

ε0hv is the so called Sommerfeld parameter, Z1e,Z2e are the elec-

tric charges of the nuclei involved in the reaction and v ∝
√

E is their relative
velocity.
The Maxwell Boltzmann distribution and the probability to overcome the
Coulombian barrier have opposite behaviour as a function of energy: the
first one decreases with increasing energy, the second rapidly increases.
The product of the two, proportional to the reaction rate, generates a maxi-
mum in a narrow energy region: the so called Gamow window.
This energy range is the optimal energy for reactions at a given temperature
in the star, placing very strong constraints on the charged-particle reactions
responsible for producing fusion energy in stars and consequently on their
reaction rates.
An example of this convolution is shown in Figure 1.1, assuming an average
stellar temperature of 109K. Blue and yellow curves represent the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution and the tunnelling probability. The green curve is
their convolution: the peak is around 200 keV.

FIGURE 1.1: (Colour online) Illustration of the Gamow peak as a
product of Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution and tunnelling
probability, represented by the green, blue and yellow solid lines, re-

spectively.

1.1.1 The astrophysical factor S(E)

The cross section σ(E) is directly proportional to the above mentioned prob-
ability of overcoming the Coulomb barrier: σ(E) ∝ e−2πη, where the energy
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dependence is in the Sommerfeld parameter η.
At the same time, in a classical treatment, it is also proportional to the geo-
metrical area of projectile and target nucleus: σ(E) ∝ λ2π ∝ 1/E.
For these reasons it is possible to factorize the cross section as:

σ(E) =
1
E

S(E)e−2πη (1.2)

where S(E) is called astrophysical S(E)-factor. It contains all the strictly nu-
clear effects and for nonresonant reactions it is a smooth function of energy.
Factoring out the exponential dependency on energy, the astrophysical factor
varies much less rapidly than the cross section with the decrease of energy,
allowing a more robust extrapolation in the astrophysical energy range of in-
terest.
Nevertheless the extrapolation procedure, based on high energy data, can
cause an additional uncertainty due to the possible presence of a near(sub-
)threshold resonance that could dominate the S(E)-factor at lower energies.
A sketch illustrating this is shown in Figure 1.2 [6].

FIGURE 1.2: A sub-threshold resonance influences the behaviour of
the astrophysical S(E)-factor: the extrapolation would give a wrong

estimation at low energies[6].

Another issue is the electron cloud surrounding the interacting nuclei that
lead to a screened cross section which is larger than the bare nucleus one: in
the stellar plasma, indeed, nuclei are fully ionized. This condition does not
occur during the laboratory measurement. In the latter case the attractive
force between the electron cloud around the target and the projectiles makes
Coulomb barrier thinner and the probability to overcome it becomes larger:
this is the so called electron screening effect.
This generates an enhancement in the S(E)-factor, so that a correction of the
experimental data is mandatory in order to take into account this effect, as
shown in Figure 1.3 [6].
One common model considers a nearly perfect gas at relatively low density
for which the average Coulomb energy between two neighbouring nuclei is
much smaller than their thermal energy[7].

A detailed analysis of the problem is described by Rolfs and Rodney [6].
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FIGURE 1.3: A skatch of electron screening effect: the Coulomb po-
tential is reduced and drops to zero outside the atomic radius Ra.

Here I would like only to point out that the cross section enhancement is
proportional to a factor eUe/kT, where Ue is the potential energy due to the
electron screening.
Thus from laboratory measurements and the theoretical treatment of atomic
electron screening one should evaluate the cross section of bare nuclei. Then
to calculate the rate in the stellar interiors the effect of plasma electron screen-
ing must be taken into account (see [8]) In literature several reactions have
been studied showing a discrepancy in the measured Ue potential energy
with respect to the theoretical value up to a factor 5.
Indirect methods, such as the Trojan Horse Method (THM) are valid ap-
proaches to face this problem [9, 10].

In order to overcome these challenging experimental problems, one pos-
sibility could be increase the signal to background ratio exploiting an under-
ground accelerator facility.

1.1.2 The reaction rate and cross section

The key quantity in any model of stellar processes is the reaction rate rab,
defined as the number of reactions per unit volume and unit time between
two particles a and b.
The understanding of most of the critical stellar features, such as time scales,
energy production, and nucleosynthesis of the element strongly hinges on its
evaluation.
Defining with Na, Nb the particle densities of the two particle species, the
reaction rate is calculated as in equation 1.3

rab = NaNb〈σv〉ab (1.3)

where the brackets 〈〉 indicate the average over the velocity distribution of
the particles and the reaction cross section, through the formula:

〈σv〉ab =

√
8

πµ

(
1

kBT

)3/2 ∫ +∞

0
Eσ(E)exp

(
− E

kBT

)
dE (1.4)
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where µ = mamb
ma+mb

is the reduct mass of the system projectile-target, T is the
average stellar environmental temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Looking at Formula 1.4, it is clear that an as precise as possible knowledge of
the cross section σ(E) is crucial to derive the reaction rates and thus describe
the dynamics of the nuclear processes in a star for a given astrophysical sce-
nario; the exponential behaviour of the cross section demands a very precise
determination of the energy, as well.

1.2 Relevance of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction

In this section, I will show the evolution of a star trough the so called Asymp-
totic Giant Branch (AGB) Phase, explaining why the 13C(α, n)16O is so impor-
tant in this star life path.
The main characteristics of the evolution of a star are determined by its mass;
more massive is a star the higher is the internal temperature, the luminosity
and the surface temperature. The stellar life can be seen as a sequence of nu-
clear burnings of heavier and heavier elements spaced out by gravitational
contractions during which the internal temperatures increase.The main stel-
lar observables are the luminosity, L, and the surface (effective) temperature,
Te, and thus their evolution in usually represented in a LogL-LogTe plane,
called Hertzspung-Russel (HR) diagram, shown in Figure 1.4.

FIGURE 1.4: The HR diagram classifies stars according to their lumi-
nosity and temperature. Clusters can be identified as main sequence
cutting with a diagonal area the diagram, white dwarfs in the down

left corner and giants stars in the upper right corner.

I will not enter in the details of all the main steps of the life of a star, focus-
ing the attention only to the AGB phase, which is the phase in which the
13C(α, n)16O reaction is active.
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All the stars lie in the so called main sequence (MS) region during hydrogen
burning processes in the core and according to their mass evolve differenlty.
In stars with mass 1.2 < M/M�, hydrogen fusion is a process passing with
continuity from the nucleus to the H shell. The helium nucleus is small and
has a low density, and is increased by the H burning through the pp chain
that deposits He on the growing helium core. Stars with 1.2 < M/M� < 4
develop a convective nucleus during the MS phase. When the hydrogen is
exhausted, a He nucleus bigger then the previous case is generated.
At the same time outer layers, the envelopes, start an expansion process
caused by the energy provided by the hydrogen burning. Because the ther-
mal energy is conserved, the outer part of the star becomes warmer, with an
average surface temperature of 4000 K, moving to the right part of the HR
diagram.
That is the moment when the star becomes a red giant (RG), following a track
towards the upper-right hand corner of the HR diagram [11].
Once the temperature in the core has reached approximately 3 · 108 K, helium
burning trough the 3α-process begins. The beginning of helium burning in
the core stops the star’s cooling and increases its luminosity.
An analogous process occurs when the helium in the central core is exhausted
leaving at the center a C/O core; in the star the fusion of helium in a shell is
ignited and starts an expansion phase. At the same time, the outer hydrogen
shell becomes cold and becomes inefficient ( for low mass stars) or turns of
(in big mass stars). The two shells are separated by an intershell region con-
sisting mainly of helium produced during the previous H burning phases.
This stage is referred to as the so called early asymptotic giant branch phase
(E-AGB).
This puts the star onto the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB), a second red-
giant phase, almost parallel to the previous one in the HR diagram. The
fusion of He into C/O in shell increases the C/O core mass.
During the AGB phase the stellar structure is described by the cartoon in
Figure 1.5 : from inner to outer layers we can find a C-O core, an He burning
shell, an He-rich layer intershell in radiative equilibrium, a H burning shell
and an extended convective envelope.
At the end of the AGB phase the star starts to alternatively ignite the H and

He shells (the so called Thermal Pulsing Asymptotic Giant Branch, TP-AGB).
In this phase the star experiences strong mass losses until the shells switch
off. For low mass stars the residual is the previous C/O core surrounded by
very thin layers of He and H (white dwarf star). Due to the expansion men-
tioned before, He shell moves towards colder and colder regions, and in the
end turns off, reigniting the hydrogen shell. The beginning of the thermal
pulse process results when the amount of He accumulated by the H burning
in the outer shell is enough to compress and heat up again the He rich inter-
shell.
This causes the He reignition and a consequent thermonuclear runaway He
flash occurs because the thermodynamic time scale needed to locally expand
the gas is much longer than the nuclear burning time scale of the 3α reactions
[12].
The intense emission of nuclear energy heats up the He shell that increases
its luminosity up to 109L�. The energy released is only partially transmitted
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FIGURE 1.5: (Colour online) AGB star structure (not in scale): an C-O
core is surrounded by a He burning shell. This is separated from an
outer H burning shell by an He rich intershell region. The external

convective envelope is at the surface.

in radiative process. Part of it arises convective motions for all the He rich
intershell zone, mixing the carbon produced by 3α reactions in the intershell
region. The mixing is limited to this region because convection cannot over-
come a burning shell.
When the H shell turns of after the expansion of upper part of He shell, con-
vection from the envelope can overcome the quiescent H shell, catching the
matter in the intershell and bringing on surface the products of the He burn-
ing and the s process element. This is called the Third Dredge Up (TDU), a
process that lasts around 200 years. It is clear that, since the thermal pulses
are repeated periodically, the third dredge-up event can happen many times.
Figure 1.6 from Straniero et al paper [13], shows the structure of a TP-AGB
star over time, showing with thick black lines the base of the convective en-
velope, the H-burning shell, and the He-burning shell. The region between
the H and He shells is the helium rich intershell.
The thermal pulses happen every 104 years for a C-O core mass of 0.6 <
M/M� < 0.8, during which time the star is quiescent (interpulse phases) so
the consequent TDU event can happen many times, mixing the star products.

At this point the knowledge of the AGB stars evolution meets another puz-
zle started when Merril [14], in 1952, observed the unstable isotope 99Tc (τ
= 2 · 105 y) in spectra of peculiar S stars (characterized by C/O = 0.7 - 0.9),
enriched in elements heavier than iron.
That could be a clear signal that nucleosynthesis of 99Tc occurred in situ in
their interior and that the products were afterwards mixed to the surface.
Further works confirmed this observation, so that Sanders [15] proposed that
TP-AGB phase was a reasonable place for the so called s process.
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FIGURE 1.6: Positions of the inner border of the convective envelope,
the H-burning shell and the He-burning shell, during the thermally
pulsing AGB phase as a function of time. The convective regions gen-

erated by two subsequent thermal pulses are also shown [13]

These are neutron capture processes responsible of half of the elements heav-
ier than iron, characterized by the fact that the neutron capture half life of the
daughter nuclei is shorter than the beta decay half life.
So the astronomers community at that time had to combine the evolution of
the stars in the AGB branch with two crucial questions: how s process takes
place in AGB stars’ core and how the nuclei resulting from s process could
appear on stellar surface to be observed.
The solution is exactly the continuous cycle of thermal runaway and conse-
quent Third Dredge Up mentioned above.
I will focus the explanation to low mass AGB stars. Since, in this stellar en-
vironment the 13C(α, n)16O is the main neutron source for the s process men-
tioned before.
Later on the TDU, a following increasing of the temperature in the He rich
intershell arises, and this starts the H burning building 13C nuclides through
the chain 12C(p, γ)13N(β+ν)13C, generating the so called 13C pocket. Here
after some time, the temperature reaches values of ≈ 108K, high enough to
generate neutrons by the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, which triggers the s process.

During the star evolution, a large number of He flash can happen accord-
ing with the star mass so after that s-process material is formed, it is subse-
quently transported in the stellar envelope.
The stellar temperature of this process can be converted in the Gamow win-
dow energy between 140 and 230 keV. So it is crucial to know 13C(α, n)16O absolute
cross section in this energy range in order to improve astrophysical models
and nuclides abundance precision.

1.2.1 Background signal in the spectroscopy of geoneutrinos

Geoneutrino researches have been carried out by Kamland [16] and Borexino
[17].
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These experiments have measured signals of electron antineutrinos produced
in the decay chains of Thorium and Uranium in the Earth’s crust and mantle.
Basic principles of their detection is the interaction of antineutrinos with the
protons in the liquid scintillator of the mentioned above experiments via the
inverse β decay

ν̄ + p→ n + e+

.
The detection occurs with phototubes through the combination of two sig-
nals:

• a prompt signal from the slowing down and annihilation of the e+

• a delayed signal provided by the 2.22 MeV γ-ray from the p(n,γ)d neu-
tron capture reaction, which occurs after the neutron has been thermal-
ized.

The organic scintillators used in both neutrinos detector experiments contain
around 10 tons of 13C. Despite the big efforts to purify the liquid scintilla-
tor [18], impurities of 210Pb are present in this kind of detector, coming from
the 222Rn in the Uranium chain. 210Pb is radioactive with a half live of 22.2
y. Through the series 210Pb(β−)210Bi(β−)210Po, the granddaughter 210Po is
produced.
Also this nuclide is unstable and emits an alpha particle of 5.3 MeV, that inter-
acts with 13C inside the scintillator and the 13C(α, n)16O reaction takes place.
Due to light elements in the scintillator the neutron emitted is easily slowed
down.
The 13C(α, n)16O reaction creates an important background and gives a num-
ber of fake events which are comparable to those expected from geo-neutrinos.
For detecting geoneutrinos it is mandatory to subtract the fake events in a re-
liable way, with an overall uncertainty at maximum of 10% in the cross sec-
tion [19].
As I will explain in the state of the art, Harissoloupoulos’ results are debated
due to a possible unprecise evaluation of the detector efficiency. This makes
necessary to improve the 13C(α, n)16O cross section data in order to constrain
better the geoneutrino results.

1.3 The State of the art

A conspicuous number of measurements of the 13C(α, n)16O cross section
have been carried out over the past 45 years. Several investigations of the
total cross section for 13C(α, n)16O at low energies have been motivated by
its importance as a stellar neutron source for the s process.
Moreover, further measurements are in progress or already scheduled. A
new measurement has been performed in Oak Ridge Laboratory using liq-
uid scintillators in the energy range E= 0.3- 4.97 MeV 1. The work is still
unpublished.
The n-TOF collaboration foresees to perform the cross section measurements

1I refer in this work to the energy in the center -of -mass system, unless differently specified.
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of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction in inverse kinematics. Some details are reported
in Cristallo et al [1].
Figure 1.7 shows the level scheme of 17O together with the competing exit
channel 17O + γ. In particular, the levels marked in red are interesting for
AGB nucleosynthesis.
The Q-value of the reaction is 6.359 MeV [20]. A complication is immediately
evident from the figure 1.7. It arises through the existence of a 6.356 MeV
state (Jπ = 1/2+) in 17O that presents a subthreshold resonance at an energy
of just -3 keV.
The high-energy tail of this resonance needs to be taken into account for any
extrapolation of the 13C(α, n)16O cross section.

FIGURE 1.7: (Colour online) Schematic diagram of the
13C(α, n)16O nuclear reaction process, together with the com-
peting exit channel 17O + γ. The excited states of interest for AGB

nucleosynthesis are highlighted in red

The level Ex= 6356 keV was measured with an indirect method as the
Asymptotic Normalization Coefficient (ANC) method; however a recent work
by Keeley et al. [21] found that the uncertainty of 8 keV [22] in its excitation
energy causes a limit of a factor 4 in the determination of the 〈17O(1/2+)|13C+
α〉 overlap. So they concluded that for near-threshold levels the uncertainty
in the value of the excitation energy may have a significant impact on the
ANC and this should be tested on a case-by- case basis. An overview of the
available data is given in table 1.1.

The very low value of Johnson et al. has been attributed to the non-consideration
of an experimental effect during their data analysis [26]. Most of the other
measurements agree with the exception of a recent ANC determination by
La Cognata et al. that deviates by two sigma from the other data. In 2017 a
new analysis on their data by Trippella and La Cognata [27], was performed
subsequently to the new results recommended in Faestermann et al. [28] for
the 1/2+ state: Ex = 6.3634± 0.0031 MeV and Γn = 0.136± 0.005 MeV. This
reanalysis allowed them to reproduce the ANC value by Avila. Moveover,
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TABLE 1.1: Overview of the ANC parameter in literature for the
Ex=6356 keV state of 17O

Reference ANC ( f m−1)
Johnson et al.[23] 0.89± 0.23
Pellegriti et al.[24] 4.5± 2.2
Guo et al. [25] 4.0± 1.1
La Cognata et al.[4] 7.7± 0.3+1.6

−1.5
Avila et al. [26] 3.6± 0.7

Mukhamedzhanov et al. [29] performed a new R-matrix expressions for am-
plitudes and astrophysical factors of resonant reactions proceeding through
subthreshold resonances, and they calculate the astrophysical S(E)-factor for
the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, finding an agreement with Trippella at al.’s data.
One should also note the large uncertainties of the measured ANC of over
20%. It needs to be emphasized that an ANC measurement can only provide
the strength of the resonance; it does not give any information if the interfer-
ence between the subthreshold state and higher-energy ones is constructive
or destructive. Constructive interference is normally assumed but destruc-
tive interference cannot on the basis of the presently available low-energy
data be fully ruled out at the moment. A direct measurement approaching
the Gamow Window could help to reduce uncertainty on absolute cross sec-
tion and to help in understanding the contribution of this state.
All the literature works related to the direct measurements are summarized
in Table 1.2.

TABLE 1.2: Direct measurements summary

Reference Year Energy range explored (Elab)
Sekharan [30] 1967 1.95-5.5 MeV
Davids [31] 1968 0.475 - 0.700 MeV

Biar [32] 1973 1.050-3.300 MeV
Drotleff [2] 1993 0.37-1.050 MeV
Brune [33] 1993 0.6-0.8 MeV

Harissopoulos [19] 2005 0.8-8 MeV
Heil [34] 2008 0.420-0.915 MeV

In the following, I will focus the attention on Drotleff et al. [2] measurements,
since their data-set cover the lower energy at E=280 keV with an overall un-
certainty of 50%, (all the S(E) data are corrected for the electron screening
effect). They accelerated an He+ beam on targets made of 99% enriched 13C
deposited on copper backings, with an average current of Ī = 100 µA.
The neutrons were detected using 3He proportional counters embedded in a
moderating polyethylene matrix. The low energy points reveal a S(E)-factor
enhancement, possibly due to a 1/2+ sub-threshold resonance at E=-2 keV,
as it was anticipated by Azjenberg-Selove [35].
Another measurement performed in 1993 by Brune et al [33], focused the at-
tention on the measurement of the new resonances of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction,
at Eα = 656 and 802 keV. These states have been observed for the first time
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with their relative resonance strengths. They used a 4He+ beam up to 50
µA were provided by the Caltech Pelletron accelerator, impinging 13C (99.2%
enriched) were made by electron-beam evaporation. The setup used was a
polyethylene-moderated 4π detector with eleven 3He counters, with a detec-
tion efficiency fo 20% for a 252C f source.
Brune concluded that the resonance strengths for these two states are too
weak, compared to the nonresonant contribution, to affect the stellar reaction
rates. These resonance state ( the subthreshold by Drotleff and the two new
by Brune) were considered by Angulo et al. in the S(E)-factor extrapolation,
as reported in the European Compilation of Reactions Rates for Astrophysics
(NACRE) [36], leading to S(0)=2.3 · 107 MeV b.
The S(E)-factors is shown in Figure 1.8.

FIGURE 1.8: 13C(α, n)16O S(E)-factor extrapolation in the NACRE
database [36]

In 2005, Harissopulos et al. [19] measured the 13C(α, n)16O reaction absolute
cross section in an energy range E= 0.6 - 6 MeV in steps of 8 keV (10 keV in
the laboratory system) with a setup similar to Drotleff’s one.
The main aim of the measurement was the geoneutrino background subtrac-
tion required by neutrino experiments such as Borexino and Kamland, [37]:
in Harissopulos ’ work an overall uncertainty of 4% was reached.
In 2013, Heil et al. [34] performed a new measurement of the 13C(α, n)16O cross
section in the energy range E = 320- 700 keV.
Heil used a different approach, employing a n-γ converter consisting of a
Cd-doped paraffin sphere surrounded with 42 BaF2 γ detectors. In the cen-
tral hole a neutron converter was installed.
The efficiency of the setup was measured using the non resonant 51V(p, n)51Cr
reaction with a proton beam at 1700, 2500, and 3500 keV, corresponding to
neutron energies of 135, 935, and 1935 keV, respectively.
A detailed uncertainties analysis is described in the paper. The authors con-
sidered as the main systematic source the change of target stoichiometry, due
to the build up during the beam irradiation.
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At higher energies, where systematic uncertainties dominate, overall uncer-
tainties could be reduced to the level of 5%.
In the low energy part the errors are dominated by the low counting statis-
tics.
In addiction the double differential scattering cross section 13C(α, α)13C was
measured in the energy range Elab = 2.6-6.2 MeV for 28 angles and these
data have been used to constrain possible contributions from background
resonances for a reliable extrapolation with the multichannel R-matrix code
SAMMY.
Heil’s S(E)-factor data were in good agreement with the previous work of
Davids, Bair and Haas, and Drotleff et al.
The comparison between Heil’s work and previous direct measurements is
shown in Figure 1.9.The solid red line and the dashed ones represent the R-
matrix extrapolation with its error bars. The green line is the fit where the
near threshold resonance is not taken into account.
The uncertainty range of the S(E)-factor curve is dominated by the uncer-
tainty of the resonance parameters of the broad 3/2+ state at 7.248 MeV ex-
citation energy as well as by the parameters of the threshold state at 6.379
MeV (1/2+) and of the subthreshold states at 5.923 MeV (1/2−) and 5.868
MeV (3/2+), and by the associated interference pattern. To estimate the un-
certainty of the low-energy S factor, the α partial widths of the Jπ = 1/2+
threshold level as well as of the two subthreshold resonances at Eα,lab = -567
and -641 keV were varied by certain factors around the parameters of the best
fit.
Furthermore, Heil et al. pointed out that in Harissopoluos’ paper the as-
sumption of 4% total uncertainty could be not appropriate since their effi-
ciency is mainly based on simulation code; only one experimental measure-
ment was performed with a non monoenergetic 252C f source even if their
data explored a wide neutron energy range.
A recent measurement by Mohr [38] revised Harissopoulos et al.’s data. The

correction refers to the energy-dependent efficiency of the neutron detector
and appears only above the (α, n1) threshold of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction at
about Eα = 5 MeV. The corrected data are lower than the original data by
almost a factor of 2. The correction method is verified using recent neutron
spectroscopy data and data from the reverse 16O(n, α)13C reaction.
The European Compilation of Reactions Rates for Astrophysics (NACRE)
[36] has determined reaction rates using experimental cross sections of previ-
ous works [30, 31, 32, 2, 33] covering an energy range between 280 and 4200
keV.
One example of indirect measurement to study the 13C(α, n)16O reaction is
the Trojan Horse Method (THM).
La Cognata et al.[4] applied the THM to the 13C(6Li, n16O)d quasi-free reac-
tion.
Figure 1.10 in the paper shows the overlap of the THM S(E)-factor of the
13C(α, n)16O reaction and the direct data presented previously.
They used the Heil et al. (2008) R-matrix curve for normalization.

After the normalization, a good agreement is found between the THM R-
matrix and the direct data.
As already mentioned, indirect measurements are complementary to direct
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FIGURE 1.9: Extrapolation of the astrophysical S(E)-factor for the
13C(α, n)16O reaction down to the Gamow window overlapped to ex-
perimental data(This work is Heil [34]). The red solid and dashed
lines represents the R-matrix fit with the error bars, respectively. The
lower solid green line corresponds to the extrapolation in which the

near-threshold resonance was omitted

FIGURE 1.10: The S(E)-factor from the R-matrix using the THM reso-
nance parameters is represented by the red line, together with the er-
ror band (upper and lower solid red lines) . The R-matrix S(E)-factor
not including the sub threshold resonance at -3 keV is indicated by
the blue line. Different symbols indicates different datasets. The fit is

normalized to Heil [34].

ones.
For a good results with indirect techniques, a normalization on direct data
with low uncertainties is mandatory.
Coming to the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, the rate from Drotleff [2] is about 50%
lower than the rate recommended by NACRE in the temperature range of in-
terest (0.1 < T/GK < 0.3). Recent 13C(6Li, d)17O-transfer studies by Kubono
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et al. [39] suggest a very small spectroscopic factor of Sα = 0.01 for the sub-
threshold state at 6.356 MeV. This indicates that the high energy tail for this
state is negligible for the reaction rate in agreement with the present lower
limit. However, a detailed re-analysis by Keeley et al. [21] of the transfer data
leads to significantly different results for the spectroscopic factor of the sub-
threshold state Sα = 0.2 which is lower than the rate suggested by NACRE. A
re-evaluation of the rate based on new experimental results, including elas-
tic scattering data, has been performed by Heil [40] and a reaction rate of
(4.6± 1.0) · 10−14cm3/moles at kT = 8 keV (T = 0.1 · 109 K) was determined.
After the analysis by Trippella and LaCognata [27], the reaction rate was cal-
culated again and compared with the Heil’s one: the two rates are compatible
almost everywhere, but the greater divergence is just located in the most in-
teresting region for astrophysics, where Trippella calculated a lower reaction
rate with a discrepancy at T = 0.9 · 108 K of around 12%.
This situation requires further experimental study: my PhD work offers a
chance to move forward thanks an advanced detector technology, high cur-
rent and low background accelerator facility.
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Chapter 2

The LUNA experiment

In this chapter I will introduce the LUNA, Laboratory for Underground Nu-
clear Astrophysics, experiment, putting emphasis on the reason why it is
installed in an underground laboratory, Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso
(Section 2.1).
All the experiments involved in the branch of rare event physics (Dark Mat-
ter research, neutrino detection, low energy nuclear astrophysics) need to be
shielded from the environmental background.
This can be divided in two main sources : cosmic rays and natural radioac-
tivity.
Building laboratories in caves or mines is a natural solution to the up men-
tioned problem. For example, the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS),
located in the Gran Sasso massif in Abruzzo (Italy), is escaved below 1400
meters of rocks ( 3500 m.w.e.).
This reduces the muon flux in the experimental halls by a factor 106 (1 µ/h/m2)
and neutron flux by a factor 103 (Section 2.2).
As a pilot project for an underground accelerator facility, a home-made 50 kV
accelerator was installed in the LNGS underground laboratory. This unique
project, called LUNA I, was initiated in the year 1990 by G. Fiorentini and
Claus Rolfs and started measurements in January 1994 [41].
I will shortly introduce the current working accelerator, the LUNA 400.
Another pioneering aspect of this measurement is that for the first time in its
25 years live, the LUNA collaboration has the goal to measure a reaction that
produces neutrons, approaching the neutron detection techniques and facing
the problem of underground neutron background.
In the last part of the Chapter I will show the feasibility tests performed in
anticipation of the cross section measurements (Section 2.3).
The benefits for the measurement of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction will be clear at
the end of the chapter.

2.1 The LUNA setup

For more than 25 years, LUNA has provided the opportunity to study nu-
clear reactions underground at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS),
located in the Gran Sasso massif in Abruzzo, Italy. Initially using a 50 keV ac-
celerator, in 2000 a new commercial electrostatic accelerator with a radiofre-
quency ion source was installed underground. The LUNA 400 accelerator
can deliver protons and alpha particles with energies from 50 up to 400 keV,
with a high accuracy and reproducibility of the beam energy, a beam energy
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spread of 100 eV and excellent stability of the beam energy over time [5]. The
achievable beam currents on target at LUNA typically are on the order of 100-
400 µA. The LUNA facility has two beamlines for different experiments. One
of them is currently dedicated for experiments with solid targets, whereas the
other beamline hosts a windowless gas target system. Figure 2.1 shows the
LUNA accelerator and the two beamlines: the gas target to the right, the solid
target to the left.

FIGURE 2.1: The LUNA accelerator and the two beamlines

For the 13C(α, n)16O we used a solid target produced by mean of evaporation
of 99% enriched 13C powder on Tantalum Backings: the characterization of
this type of target will be described in Chapter 4.

2.1.1 The solid target beam line

The delivery of the beam is possible thanks to the focalization system de-
scribed in this section.
In Figure 2.2 a sketch of the solid beamline is shown.

FIGURE 2.2: The LUNA solid beam line

Helium (or hydrogen) gas is ionised using a radio frequency (RF) oscillator
in order to produce a source of plasma confined by an axial magnetic field.
Once extracted from the source and accelerated, the proton beam is guided
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and focused to the target station using a 45° dipole magnet and a vertical
steerer. Insertable Faraday cups positioned before and after the 45° magnet
allow monitoring of the beam current, which is essential in order to optimise
the beam focussing. Two tantalum slits are mounted just before and after
the FC45, to define the size and shape of the beam without hitting the target
holder.
Immediately before intering in the target chamber, the beam passes through
a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled copper tube that serves to reduce beam-line
contaminants and prevents the build-up of carbon on the target surface. A
bias voltage of -300 V was applied to the copper tube to suppress secondary
electrons emitted when protons strike the target.
Another important feature of the experimental apparatus is the cooling sys-
tem: assuming the maximum delivered voltage and current, 400 kV and 400
µA respectively, the beam power can reach 100 W.
This power could heat up either the collimators, increasing the pressure in-
side the beamline, or the target, fastening the target degradation. To reduce
this effect the two Ta slits and the target backing are directly water cooled by
chilled deionized water at 5° C. The target holder at 0° with respect to the
beam axis, where the 13C targets (Chapter 4) used in this investigation have
been mounted, was isolated from all other beam-line components and acted
as a Faraday cup. This allowed to determine the total charge accumulated
over the course of a measurement with uncertainties of 3%.
Two detector arrays were used in this PhD work: an High Purity Germa-
nium (HPGe) detector and an array of 3He counters detectors, since γ-ray
spectroscopy and neutron detection are involved in my project.
The High purity Germanium (HPGe) detector of relative efficiency 120%
(compared with a NaI crystal 3”x 3”) was placed at an angle of 55° with re-
spect to the beam axis and a distance of 4 cm from the target surface. The 55°
alignment was chosen in order to mitigate any angular distribution effects
(as explained in Chapter 4). The detector was mounted on rails to provide
access to the target chamber. The neutron detector array used for this exper-
iment consists of 18 individual counters centred axially on the beam line at
0° with respect to the target chamber: a Geant4 rendering of the detection
system and target chamber configuration used are described in section 4.
The counters have been embedded in a polyethylene matrix used as moder-
ator. As it will be explained better in Chapter 3, the polyethylene shielding
can be open in order to insert the HPGe in close geometry for the γ-ray mea-
surements.

2.2 Measurement of background reduction

The main component of surface background are three:

S.1 muon background coming from cosmic rays

S.2 natural radioactivity

S.3 neutron background from cosmic rays and from fission reaction

For an overground laboratory measurement, the main background compo-
nent comes from muons. They are generated from cosmic rays arriving on
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Earth. The average muon flux at sea level is 200 µ s−1m−2.
The origin of cosmic rays is galactic or extragalactic and, they are composed
by around 90% from protons and 10% of Helium.
When cosmic rays enter the Earth’s atmosphere they collide with atoms and
molecules, mainly oxygen and nitrogen. The interaction produces a cascade
of lighter particles, a so-called air shower secondary radiation that includes
x-rays, muons, protons, alpha particles, pions, electrons, and neutrons.
In particular charged pions decay during the path, generating muons and
neutrinos, that reach the Earth surface.
Being high energetic charged particles with higher mass with respect to elec-
trons, cosmic muons are highly insightful. So they are detected on Earth
surface in spite of thick and dense shielding installed outside particle de-
tectors. Muons lose energy by ionization and by radiative processes, e.g.
bremsstrahlung.
The muon energy loss is usually parametrized by the formula 2.1

−
dEµ

dx
= a(E) + b(E)Eµ (2.1)

where a is the ionization loss and b is the sum of fractional energy loss of the
radiative processes [42]. Both parameters are energy dependent.
One crucial advantage for the underground measurements is the cosmic back-
ground reduction of many orders of magnitude.
In Figure 2.3 [43] the total muon flux measured for the various underground
sites as a function of the equivalent vertical depth is shown.

FIGURE 2.3: (Colour online) The total muon flux measured for the
various underground sites as a function of the equivalent vertical

depth [43]

Thanks to the 1400 m of rock, 3500 m.w.e1, over Laboratori Nazionali del
Gran Sasso, a strong suppression of the muonic and neutron background

1meter water equivalent
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components is reached.
In Table 2.1 the background reduction, defined as the ratio between LNGS
flux and the one at Earth surface at sea level, for different background com-
ponents is summarised.

TABLE 2.1: Background measurements in LNGS

Source Energy (MeV) Flux (cm−2s−1) Reduction factor
Muons [44] all spectrum 2.52 · 10−7 10−6

Neutrons [45] < 5 · 10−3 (0.32± 0.09± 0.04)10−6 10−3

Neutron [46] < 1 MeV (0.70± 0.14)10−6 10−3

Gamma [47] 0-0.5 0.17 0.05
Gamma [47] 0.5-1 0.11 0.05
Gamma [47] 1-2.6 0.05 0.05

Figure 2.4 shows the comparison of background spectra acquired using an
High Purity Germanium detector (HPGe) as in surface and in LNGS under-
ground laboratory: it is possible to notice how components S.1 and S.2 are
suppressed.
Up to 2.6 MeV the main contribution of the background comes from natural
radioactivity. The highest energy γ-ray is at 2.614 MeV from the 208Tl.
This component is reduced by a factor 20 because of the γ-radioactivity comes
also from the rock [44] and can be further suppressed surrounding the detec-
tor with lead or copper active shielding.
Beyond the 2.6 MeV peak, only muons contribute to the γ−ray spectrum.
This source of background is drastically suppressed of 6 orders of magni-
tude.
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FIGURE 2.4: (Colour online) Comparison of γ-rays background mea-
sured with the same HPGe at LNGS in a surface laboratory (red spec-

trum) and in the LNGS underground (blue spectrum).
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2.2.1 Neutron background measurement

Another important source of background is due to neutrons. This comes
mainly from fission process in materials and from (α, n) reactions. Moreover,
a neutron component is present in secondary cosmic rays.
The natural shielding for underground laboratories permits to reduce also
the neutron background by many order of magnitudes, according to the lab-
oratory depth and composition of rocks.
In Table 2.2 [45] low energy neutron background components measured in
different underground laboratories all over the World are compared. The
average neutron background on Earth surface is ∼ 1 n min−1cm−2 for the
whole energy spectrum. The thermal neutron flux background is∼ 1 n s−1cm−2

on the surface (depending on exact location) [48].

TABLE 2.2: Neutron background measured in different international
Underground Laboratories [45].

Location Neutron flux (10−6cm−2s−1)
WIPP < 0.06
Soudan 0.7± 0.08± 0.08
KURF < 0.4
LNGS 0.32± 0.09± 0.04
SURF (Davis) 1.7± 0.1± 0.2

I have performed independent background measurements in order to vali-
date performances of 3He counters used by the LUNA collaboration. These
measurements were mainly devoted to guarantee the neutron background
suppression from Surface and Underground Laboratory and to evaluate the
improvement of the alpha intrinsic background emitted by impurities in the
material of the case (Uranium and Thorium mainly). These particles gener-
ate uniform background covering the area of the thermal neutron peak and
extending up to 9 MeV.
This improvement should be guaranteed by the usage of cleaner materials in
the case: in particular they have been constructed with a stainless steel case
instead of the usual aluminium.
Regarding the surface measurement, only 12 hours of measurement have
been necessary to get 3% statistics due to the neutron high flux on Earth
Surface, measuring a thermal neutron background flux of nsur f = (5.6 ±
0.12)10−4n cm−2s−1 compatible with values in literature.
The 18 counters were installed in a surface LNGS laboratory, as shown in
picture 2.5. The set up mounted will be described in Chapter 3.

In LNGS Underground Laboratory, measurements have been let run for a a
period of 20 days. Two energy regions of interest have been taken into ac-
count: between 191 < E < 764 keV for the neutron background evaluation
and 900 < E < 1100 keV for the intrinsic alpha background.
The maximum level of intrinsic alpha background tolerated in a single counter
was established of 300 counts/month in order to guarantee the low back-
ground condition of the setup.
Figure 2.6 shows the comparison between a spectrum acquired in the surface
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FIGURE 2.5: Setup for the commissioning of the 3He counters

laboratory (blue spectrum) and one acquired in LNGS underground labora-
tory (black spectrum); both spectra are normalized to time.
The neutron underground flux measured with this setup, nUG = (7.07 ±
0.23)10−7n cm−2s−1, is consistent with previous measurements [45, 49], con-
firming the neutron flux reduction by three orders of magnitude with respect
to surface laboratories stated in literature.
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FIGURE 2.6: Comparison of neutron background measured in a sur-
face lab (blue spectrum) and in the LNGS Underground (black spec-

trum). The flux was measured using 18 unshielded 3He counters.

The analysis of α intrinsic background of the 3He counters was estimated
integrating the region between the two blue bars in Figure 2.7; results are
summarized in Table 2.3.
As one can see, the number of counts/month is well below the set limit.

The average counting rate of alphas is (1.5± 0.04) counts/h and the av-
erage flux of alphas is Nα = (8.21± 0.22)10−8 α cm−2s−1.
In order to confirm the high level of purity of the stainless steel counters, I
performed a measurements with two aluminium 3He counters.
Figure 2.8 shows red and blue spectra acquired with counters case made of
aluminum and stainless steel, respectively.
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FIGURE 2.7: Particular of an 3He background spectrum acquired in
the underground lab of LNGS. The red bars and the blue ones indi-
cates the neutron peak and the integration region for the alpha intrin-

sic background, respectively.

TABLE 2.3: Counts per month in the region on interest of neutron
spectra between 900 < E < 1100 keV. The maximum limit is 300

counts/months for the validation of each counter

channel counts/months
(900 < E < 1100 keV)

0 42
1 56
2 81
3 48
4 74
5 117
6 75
7 77
8 81
9 93
10 54
11 47
12 80
13 57
14 51
15 65
16 49
17 30

A normalization in their geometry dimensions has been applied.
In correspondence of the neutron peak at channel 700, corresponding to an

energy E=764 keV, the counting rate of the two spectra is comparable, but be-
tween channels 800 and 1000, the stainless steel counters have a counting rate
one order of magnitude lower. this is due to the reduction of alpha intrinsic
background as consequence of an higher level of purity in the material used.
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2.3 A feasibility study for 13C(α, n)16O reaction at LUNA 400

From the above discussion the need for precise cross section data inside the
Gamow peak is evident. In this section I have approached a feasibility study
of the reaction. The number of particles detected, Nd, after the emission from
the target can be calculated starting from the thick target Yield formula 2.2:

Nd(Eα, t) =< I > tη
∫ Eα

Eα−∆E

σ(E)
ε(E)

dE (2.2)

where σ(E) is the reaction cross section, ε(E) is the stopping power of al-
pha particles in Carbon,< I > is the average beam current, t is the time of
measurement,η is the detection efficiency, ∆E is the target thickness in keV
and Eα is the beam energy.
The stopping power is extracted from the database SRIM2008 [50], the refer-
ence cross section curve is the extrapolation from Heil’s paper [34].
Table 2.4 shows the expected number of reactions per day as a function of
beam energy for typical conditions in low energy nuclear astrophysics: an
alpha beam current of 100 µA and a target thickness of 1018 atoms cm−2,
with 30% of efficiency.
The particle detected based on formula 2.2 go at the level of few dozens per
day with decreasing alpha energy.
In addition, another numerical simulation has been performed to highlight

TABLE 2.4: 13C(α, n)16O reaction rate as a function of alpha energy.
Calculation are based on quantities specified in the text and on cross

section by Heil.

Eα,lab(keV) E(keV) Rate (d−1)
320 245 19
340 260 64
360 275 190
380 291 519
400 306 1322

as the environmental background reduction of a deep underground labora-
tory could improve the 13C(α, n)16O cross section measurement at lower en-
ergies.
For the lowest energy point we have evaluated an upper limit using the
Rucker condition [51], which applied his study to radioactive source start-
ing from Currie’s theory of Method Detection Limits (MDLs).
The minimum number of counts Ld that can be detected and distinguished
at 95% of confidence level from background with a standard deviation σb, is
given by the Formula

Ld = 2.71 + 4.65σb (2.3)

Due to the low rate at lower beam energies, I assumed a time of measurement
of 10 days. The number of events coming from background in a time t has
been parametrized by the Formula

Nb = (NnS(1− rej) + Nα A)t (2.4)
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where, Nn is neutron background flux that enters in a neutron shielding of
overall surface S and a rejection power rej.
The rejection power rej is the ratio between neutron coming from outside de-
tected divided by neutron entered in the detector, Nα is the intrinsic alpha
flux coming from impurities inside the 3He counters cases and A is the over-
all surface of all the 3He counters.
The setup was assumed composed by n=18 tubes with an active length of
L=50 cm with d=2.54 cm diameter embedded in a PE shielding with the di-
mensions 44x44x64 cm3, so A = πLdn=7180 cm2 and S= 15136 cm2.
Combining formulas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 for a 10 days long measurement and
neutron and alpha fluxes estimated above, the detection limit is Ld = 115
counts, corresponding to an upper limit at Eα,lab=310 keV (E= 235 keV).
For a surface measurements, with the neutron background 3 orders of mag-
nitude higher, the limit is set at Eα,lab=350 keV (E= 267 keV).
Figure 2.9 summarizes the situation: red curve is the detection rate after 10
days of measurement. The blue and green lines indicate the detection limit
due to the neutron underground and surface background, respectively. Due
to the exponential behaviour of the cross section, a background reduction of
3 orders of magnitude, does not correspond to 3 orders of magnitude in the
detection limit.
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FIGURE 2.9: (Colour online) Detection limit according to Rucker’s
Formula: the green and the blue line indicate the Detection Limit Ld
for a measurement in LNGS underground measurement and in a sur-

face Laboratory, respectively

A further calculation has been performed to understand the contribution of
the screening effect in our energy region of interest.
The electron screening potential Ue was evaluated with a phenomenological
approach by Rolfs [52], assuming a reduction of the Coulomb potential due
to the electron cloud around the nucleus. He approximated the turning point
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of a projectile on a nucleus with Z electrons as Ra = RH/Z, where RH is the
Bohr radius and Z is the charge of the nuclide, obtaining Ue =

Z1Z2e2

4πε0Ra
= 2.07

keV.
This value should be compared with the one assumed in La Cognata et al.
[4], where in adiabatic approximation they obtained a lower value: Ue =
0.97 keV. The enhancement factor fenh to correct the cross section taking into
account the screening effect can be calculated using the Formula 2.5:

fenh = eπη Ue
Ecm (2.5)

where η is the Sommerfeld parameter and Ue is the screening potential.
From the comparison of the two curves in Figure 2.10, it comes out that the
correction due to the screening effect in the energy range of the present work
Eα,lab=360-400 keV is always less then 10%.
Blue and red points have been calculated with the Rolfs model and with adi-
abatic limit, respectively.
This feasibility study confirms the advantage to perform the measurement
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FIGURE 2.10: (Colour online) The corrective factor due to the electron
screening effect calculated with and adiabatic approximation

in a deep underground Laboratory where neutron background is strongly
suppressed.
With the benefits of the environmental background reduction we can aspire
to measure cross section down to Eα,lab=360 keV) (E= 270 keV). The goal
would be to reach an overall uncertainty of 10% for the high energy part
(360 < Eα,lab < 400 keV).
Moveover the correction to be applied to take into account the electron screen-
ing is at the level of 10%, with a non critical effect on systematic uncertainties.
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Chapter 3

The setup characterization

In this chapter I will describe the main phases of the development of the
Geant4 simulation code adopted for the maximization of the efficiency of the
setup devoted to the study of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction. The measurements
of low rate events, implies the need to build a detector with the highest pos-
sible efficiency and a high environmental background rejection.
This of course taking in consideration the feasibility of the machining, the
easiness to handle it and the necessity to change targets in an easy way.
Comparing the two main methods of neutron detection adopted nowadays,
3He counters or scintillators, the method that guarantees the above listed
features is the construction of a detector based on 3He counters technology
(Section 3.1).
Many variables can influence the efficiency: the number of counters, their
disposition (e.g the distance from the target and the relative position respect
to it), the quantity of moderator material to slow down the neutrons pro-
duced in the reaction, the reduction of the background coming from the ex-
ternal environment. A series of simulations based on the Monte Carlo code
Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tracking) [53] have been performed (Section 3.2) .
Actually, two different setups (see section 3.3) have been developed with two
different aims. The first one is so called Multi Target (MT) setup, where three
targets can be mounted in the same chamber; it has been used for the 13C tar-
gets characterisation, since during this procedure the reproducibility of the
measurement is crucial in order to characterize targets. The other setup, the
so called Single Target (ST) Setup has an higher efficiency and it was designed
in order to go lower in energy and approach the Gamow Window collecting
as much statistics as possible: in this case only one target can be mounted in
order to increase the amount of moderator that eases to slow down neutrons.
In the last part of the chapter 3.4 simulation efficiencies are compared with
experimental efficiency measured at MTA ATOMKI by beam the 51V(p, n)51Cr
reaction and with an AmBe source at LNGS.

3.1 Neutron detectors

Nowadays there are two most developed neutron detection techniques: ei-
ther slow neutron detection via gas proportional counters, mainly He3 filled
counters, or fast detection techniques using scintillators [54].
The two approaches are extremely different and here I will describes poten-
tiality of both of them. 3He counters exploit the fact that cross section of
3He(n, p)3H (Q= 764 keV) neutron capture reaction is 5330 barn at thermal
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energies and is proportional to 1/
√

En, where En is the neutron energy.
The charged particles produced, a proton and a tritium, ionize the gas in-
side the detector and generate electrons that are drifted toward the anode by
an electric field. The charge collected generates a signal proportional to the
energy released from the reaction that is at maximum the Q value of the re-
action.
Thanks to this, the intrinsic efficiency of this kind of detector is larger than
90% for thermal neutrons, but becomes lower and lower with increasing neu-
tron energy.
For neutrons of few MeV it is mandatory to surround 3He counters with ther-
malizing light materials, like water, paraffine or polyethylene that contains
Hydrogen.
The main consequence is the loss of the detected neutron energy informa-
tion: this could be a problem for the discrimination of neutrons coming from
sources different then the reaction under study, e.g. environmental or beam
induced background.
Environmental background is mostly due to spontaneous fission of 238U in
the cavity walls and (α, n) reactions induced by α-particles from the natural
radioactivity.
Beam induced background comes from light element impurities that, due to
the low Coulomb barrier, can easily open (α, n) reactions: I will give further
details on beam induced background sources in Chapter 4.
The 3He counters sensitivity to gamma rays is negligible, so γ-ray back-
ground is not an issue. A problematic source of background can be due to the
alpha particles emitted from the radioactive impurities ( e.g. Uranium and
Thorium) in the detector case: these release energy inside the gas and gener-
ate an uniform background from the neutron peak region (191-764 keV) up
to 10 MeV.
A selection of case material can help to reduce impurities.
Moreover Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD) techniques to distinguish neu-
tron signals from alpha signals have been developed to overcome this prob-
lem [55, 56].
On the other hand, scintillators take advantage from the neutron elastic scat-
tering on light nuclei (e.g Hydrogen, Carbon): in this case there is no neces-
sity to thermalize neutrons and it is possible to maintain the neutron energy
information to select neutrons coming from the 13C(α, n)16O reaction.
The intrinsic efficiency of a scintillator is much lower than a 3He counter [57]
and it is difficult to guarantee a low level of impurities inside the scintillator.
Even if scintillators are sensitive to gammas (Compton interaction with light
elements), that generate an important source of background inside the de-
tector, PSD procedures [58] are well known and largely used to select neu-
trons signals and reject gamma ones: however the result is dependent on the
threshold used.
After all these considerations and some tests on both technologies, the LUNA
collaboration decided to invest on the3He counters.
Higher intrinsic efficiency and lower intrinsic background, due to the usage
of stainless steel case instead of the usual aluminum, are ideal conditions for
low event rate measurements.
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3He counters taken in consideration are provided by GE oil & gas Digital so-
lutions with the specification shown in Table 3.1

TABLE 3.1: Main specification of 3He counters by GE

Case material Stainless Steel
Diameter 2.54 cm

Active length 40 or 25 cm
Gas pressure 10 atm

This was the starting point for the setup design.

3.2 Detector design

In my PhD work, an extensive effort was devoted to the development of a
robust Monte Carlo simulation based on the Geant4 platform.
Several major considerations are necessary in order to optimize the design of
the neutron detector.
First of all, here I will illustrate the three main user classes necessary as input
in the code and the assumption to model the detector:

• the Primary Particles generator: here the main features of the simulated
source are specified (type of particle emitted, energy and momentum).
A pointlike source in the center of the polyethylene shielding is consid-
ered. A generation of 10000 neutrons per run emitted isotropically in
the center of mass system with an energy according to the kinematics of
the reaction is performed.
Due to the Q value of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction (2.216 MeV) and the al-
pha energy range between 50 and 400 keV, the average neutron energy
produced by the reaction is 2.5 MeV

• the Physics List, that includes all the libraries for the particle interac-
tions and possible decays: in particular NeutronHP library [59] has been
implemented in order to have the best cross sections for the reproduc-
tions of neutron transportation up to 20 MeV

• the Detector Geometry: this class includes the physical layout of the
experiment, including detectors, absorbers etc: the counters will be em-
bedded in a polyethylene ((C2H4)n) matrix for the thermalization of the
emitted neutrons

3.2.1 1 ring configuration

In this section, I will illustrate the main steps done in order to finalise the de-
tector design, in terms of number of counters to use and their arrangement
inside the polyethylene matrix.
Further details on the simulation regarding the polyethylene size are in Sub-
section 3.2.3.
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The easiest configuration is the arrangement of the counters in a circular ar-
ray with the target in the center. An example is shown in Figure 3.1.
The central hole that simulates the target chamber has been assumed with a
minimum radius of 3 cm.

FIGURE 3.1: Example of an arrangement of 12 counters with an active
length of 40 cm in one ring. Detectors are embedded in the polyethy-

lene block. The central hole mimics the target chamber.

The major constrain is due to the limited number of counters allocated to
maintain a reasonable distance between them and the target: the greater is
the number of counters in the ring, the longer should be the diameter of the
ring itself.
The setup efficiency curve is simulated with 12, 16 and 18 counters with ac-
tive length of 40 cm arranged in a single ring as a function of its radius as-
suming a monoenergetic source emitting 2.5 MeV neutrons at the center of
the setup.
Results are shown in Figure 3.2, where blue dot-dashed line, red line and
dashed green line indicate setup efficiency with 12, 16 and 18 counters, re-
spectively. For the three cases the overall setup efficiency is maximized when
counter are 8 cm far from the target. It is around 32% without any improve-
ment with the increase of counters’ number and it decreases fastly with in-
creasing distance from the target: at 12 cm it is reduced by 30% relatively to
the maximum found.

So the placement of all the counters in one ring it is not efficient because does
not enhance the usage of a higher number of counters.

3.2.2 2 rings configuration

Another possibility consists in placing counters in multiple concentric rings
respect with the target.
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FIGURE 3.2: (Colours online) Overall setup efficiency as a function of
the distance of the counters from the target. The simulation was car-
ried out with 12,16 and 18 counters (dot dashed blue, continuous red,
dashed green lines, respectively). Increasing the number of counters
the minimum distance necessary to allocate all the counters becomes

larger

An example of the disposition is shown in Figure 3.3.
An advantage of this configuration is that the trend of the overall setup effi-
ciency as a function of neutron energy is flatter in a wider energy range, as
shown in many works in literature [60, 61].
I will use the notation Ni, ri and Li to refer to number of counters, the radius
and the active length of the counters in the i-th ring, respectively.
For this geometry, the first step is to define the length and the number of
counters.

Fixing N1,2 and r1,2 , the efficiency as a function of the neutron energy for

FIGURE 3.3: Example of arrangement of He3 counters in two concen-
tric rings: in this case N1 = 5, N2 = 9

three different length configurations was evaluated:

L.1 all the counters with active length 25 cm

L.2 all the counters with active length 40 cm
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L.3 the inner counters with an active length of 25 cm and the outer ones
with a 40 cm: in this way, being r1 smaller, the solid angle covered by
the two rings is in any case comparable

The plot in Figure 3.4A shows the simulated efficiency curve as a function of
neutron energy for the three cases listed above under these hypotheses: the
number of counter in the rings are N1 = 5, N2 = 9 placed at distance r1 = 5
cm and r2 = 15 cm from the target, respectively.
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In Figure 3.4B efficiencies are normalized to the case L.3: the usage of
different counters lengths in the rings has the consequence to lose the 10%
relative efficiency respect to the configuration where all the counters are 40
cm long. The second step was to define the total number of He3 counters.
Starting from N1 = 5 and N2 = 9, the number of counters was increased in
steps of two.
Figure 3.5A shows a comparison of efficiency curves for different simulations
with an increasing number of counters.
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Unlike the single ring configuration described in Section 3.2.1, adding two
counters increases the efficiency of a relative 10%: this is evident in Figure
3.5B, where all the curves are normalized to the case of N1 = 6 and N2 = 12
counters.
Finally we concluded that 18 counters represent the best compromise be-
tween the mechanical limitations in design and construction (e.g setup di-
mensions, and its maneuverability, easiness in machining components, pos-
sibility to handle a large number of channels) and the available budget pro-
vided by INFN.
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In the next step I performed simulations where r1 and r2 have been changed
in order to tune efficiency as a function of counter layout inside the polyethy-
lene matrix.
Figure 3.6 shows the efficiency of the 3He detector array as a function of r1
and r2, let to vary from 5 up to 15 cm. The white bins are cases where the
detectors overlapped or where r1 > r2.
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The highest setup efficiency occurs when the counters rings are 6 cm and 11
cm, respectively; in this configuration the efficiency value is around 40%.
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FIGURE 3.6: (Colour online) The efficiency of 3He detector array as a
function of r1 and r2, simulated with an isotropic source emitting 2.5
MeV neutrons. The values have been obtained keeping the number
of counters in each ring at N1= 6, N2 = 12, with active lengths L1= 25

cm , L2= 40 cm, respectively. The internal radius is 30 mm.

The distance from the target has a crucial effect on the efficiency: going fur-
ther from this position, the efficiency decreases: for example increasing both
radii lengths of 1 cm, it becomes 10% relative lower.
Another important parameter is the size of the internal hole for the target
chamber: a larger hole, has two main consequences:

• less moderator material between the target and the counters

• more distance between the beam spot and the detectors

For this reason I tried to quantify the effect of increasing the inner hole radius
on the setup efficiency of 0.5 cm, for a total length of 3.5 cm radius.

I repeated the mapping of the efficiency as a function of the two radii, r1 and
r2, finding the arragment that maximize the efficiency for the target target
chamber.
Results are shown in Figure 3.7: the maximum was found for r1 = 6.5 cm
and r2 = 11 cm.
The two conditions are summarized in Table 3.2 and in Figure 3.8A the com-
parison of the efficiencies curves for the two different target chambers is
shown.

In particular, in Figure 3.8B, the efficiency is plotted as a function of neu-
tron energy normalized to the configuration with 3cm of inner radius : an
increase of 0.5 cm of the hole of the chamber reduces efficiency of 8% rela-
tive in the energy range that the LUNA accelerator can cover, between 2 and
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function of r1 and r2, simulated with an isotropic source emitting 2.5
MeV neutrons. The values have been obtained keeping the number
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TABLE 3.2: Radii of the two rings that maximise the setup efficiency
for two different target chambers target chamber Radii

HR (cm) r1(cm) r2(cm)
3 6 11

3.5 6.5 11

3 MeV. Concluding, the target chamber must be very compact in order to
avoid reduction in the moderation material and consequently in the overall
efficiency.
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3.2.3 The moderator design

The compactness of the setup is another parameter to consider: in this work
I have investigated as the polyethylene matrix dimension could effect the de-
tection efficiency, e.g if neutrons are reflected by larger amount polyethylene.

Figure 3.9 displays the simulated efficiency as a function of the polyethylene
size varying in a wide range in x and y dimensions and fixing the z dimen-
sion, parallel to the counters orientation at 50 cm. The efficiency is constant
within 2%.
So it is possible to conclude that the moderator dimension does not influ-
ence the overall setup efficiency and that it is possible to build a more com-
pact setup easy to machine and handle: the final dimensions chosen are
40x40x50cm3.
The dimensions of the moderator has also impact on neutron coming from
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FIGURE 3.9: Efficiency as a function of polyethylene size.
The Lz, the dimension parallel to the counter direction, is fixed at 50
cm. Even with an increase of the Lx and Ly the efficiency fluctuates

within relative 2%

the rocks.
In spite of the neutron background reduction by three orders of magnitude
compared with the surface one, neutrons with a compatible rate with respect
to the reaction rate expected for the LUNA measurement are emitted by (α, n)
or fission reactions in the Laboratory rock.
During the years several measurements of LNGS neutron background have
been performed [49, 46, 45]: due to a variation in the background depending
on the location in the laboratory and due to unknown systematic uncertain-
ties and statistical uncertainties at the level of 50%, it is very difficult to re-
construct a final LNGS neutron background energy spectrum.
An assumption that can be done is that slow neutron component (En < 1
MeV) is 1 order of magnitude higher than the fast one.
To take into account the slow neutron component of the LNGS background, I
implemented in the Detector Geometry an external layer of neutron absorber,
5% doped Borated Polyethylene, to be mounted outside the polyethylene
moderator.
In order to see the effect of this shielding, I simulated 107 monoenergetic neu-
trons emitted randomly on the surface of a sphere of a radius 2 meters long,
with the direction emission towards the detector.
Figure 3.10 shows an example of event generated for this simulation.
The simulation was repeated for different neutron energies in order to cover
all the possible neutron components of the spectrum.

The rejection factor Rej(En) of the setup is defined as in Formula 3.1

Rej(En) = 1− Ndet
Nenter

(3.1)
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FIGURE 3.10: Geometry for the environmental background. Neu-
trons are generated on the surface of a 2 m radius sphere, in trans-

parent red in Figure, with the direction toward the polyethylene.

where Ndet is the number of neutrons detected and Nenter is the number of
neutron generated that actually enter in the polyethylene shielding.
In table 3.3 the results of this investigation are summarized: the rejection fac-
tor at different neutron energies is evaluated.
Results of these simulations make me confident that the polyethylene shield-

TABLE 3.3: Rejection factor of the setup for different neutron energies

E (keV) Rej(E)
2.5E-6 9.996E-01

1 9.971E-01
1000 9.792E-01

ing surrounded by a 2.54 cm Borated Polyethylene layer can be further re-
duced by a factor larger than 95%.
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3.2.4 Study on systematic uncertainties in simulations

In this section I will summarise the test performed for the evaluation of pos-
sible systematic uncertainties due to the machining of the polyethylene and
the fact that the source is not pointlike.
In order to take into account the dimension of the beam spot and evaluate
possible systematic errors coming from the simulation, the Primary Particles
generator was modified in two different ways:

• the beamspot is parametrized with a 2D gaussian centred exactly in the
center of target, which is positioned at the center of the polyethylene
block.

• the beamspot is parametrized with a 2D gaussian not centred respect
the target, but is moved 0.5 cm up to the center: in this case the counters
do not have the same distance from the neutron source.

The sigma of the gaussian is assumed 0.5 cm, taking in consideration that the
LUNA400 accelerator beamspot is few cm diameter.
In Figure 3.11 the plot the efficiency normalized to the pointlike source is
shown as a function of the neutron energy from 0.1 up to 3 MeV: the effi-
ciency is constant within 1%, so it is possible to conclude that no systematic
effect can be related to the extended beamspot.
Other possibile systematic uncertainties could come from a mis disposition
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of counters inside the ring: this can be a consequence either of human mis-
takes in inserting counters in the polyethylene shielding or due to a wrong
machining of holes. A misalignment of the counters along the beam axis was
simulated with modification of the position of all the counters of 5 mm: in
this case the target is not centered in the Polyethylene matrix. Another modi-
fication performed was the random variation of the counters in the x-y plane,
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that simulates wrong positioning of holes.
The last simulation performed included an asymmetry in the machining of
the shielding. All these simulation have been normalized to the efficiency
curve calculated with a symmetric configuration. Results are shown in Fig-
ure 3.12: the violet curve, the light blue curve and the green curve are the
efficiency curve of a mis disposition of counters along the z axis, in the x-
y plane and with an asymmetric polyethylene shielding, respectively. For
all different modifications in the counters arrangements, the efficiency curve
does not change within 2.5% All these studies demonstrated that simulations
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FIGURE 3.12: The study of systematic uncertainties due to mis dis-
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and violet solid lines represents the efficiency curves with a mis dis-
position of counters along the z axis, in the x-y plane and with an
asymmetric polyethylene shilelding, respectively They are normal-
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performed are not affected by systematic uncertainties within 3%.

3.3 The experimental LUNA setups

The work performed and described in previous sections has been prepara-
tory for the design of the experimental setup, from the point of view of neu-
tron moderation and detection. Simulations are not a stand-alone method
for the knowledge of absolute efficiency. We thought it is necessary to vali-
date them by means of experimental measurements, and eventually scale the
simulated efficiency curve. In next sections I will describe the setups (ST and
MT) used for the measurement of the 13C(α, n)16O cross section and the ex-
perimental measurements performed to evaluate the experimental efficiency.

3.3.1 The Single Target (ST) setup

The high efficiency setup has the features summarised in Table 3.4.
The target chamber built was 5.5 cm diameter, so it was possible limitate the
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TABLE 3.4: Features of the Single Target Chamber

number of rings 2
N1 6
N2 12
L1 25 cm
L2 40 cm
r1 6 cm
r2 11 cm

HR 3 cm
Polyethylene size without BPE 40x36x50cm3

Borated Polyethylene Layer 2.54 cm

hole for the beamline in the central part at 3 cm radius.
The final setup is is shown n Figure 3.16A

(A) ST setup, with the horizontal
arrangement of the 3He counters

(B) Section of the ST setup: the orange tube
is the beamline chamber; the two light blue
tubes are the inlet and outlet for the cooling

FIGURE 3.13
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The efficiency as a function of neutron energy for this setup is displayed
in Figure 3.14.
In this plot I also show the partial efficiency of the two radii separately: in
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FIGURE 3.14: (Colour online) Single target setup efficiency as a func-
tion of neutron energy: black stars are the overall efficiency, the blue
and the red lines are respectively the partial efficiency related to the

outer and inner rings of the detector

the energy range of the LUNA measurement, the two rings contribute ap-
proximately in the same way, but the higher is the neutron energy, more the
contribute of the outer radius is dominant with respect to the inner one.
The bumps in the efficiency are related with resonances in the 12C(n, n)12C
reaction elastic cross section [62, 63]: the increase of probability of the first
interaction with carbon (the most abundant material inside the moderator)
eases the neutron slowdown and consequently increases the interaction with
hydrogen( n-p elastic scattering reaction is exponential in the MeV energy
region). In this way neutrons emitted are fastly thermalized and can be cap-
tured by 3He counters with higher probability, increasing the detector effi-
ciency.

3.3.2 The Multi Target (MT) setup

Even if the setup described previously is considered the optimal from the
efficiency point of view, a second setup with a multiple target chamber was
designed and realized.
This choice is related to the whole setup commissioning and to the target
characterization phase where a beam spot reproducibility is crucial.
Moreover we had the possibility to mount simultaneously different typology
of targets, (e.g. MgO target for beam focusing, Ta backing for beam induced
background measurements).
We could change the target to be irradiated without breaking the vacuum in
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the chamber thanks to a linear shift mechanisms.
The LUNA collaboration already had a target holder that could host three
different targets (Figure 3.15): its dimensions are 4.2x13.5x1.74 cm3. The so
called Multi Target (MT) chamber was designed around the existing piece.

.

FIGURE 3.15: The MT holder, where three targets can be inserted in
the chamber and can be changed without breaking the vacuum, pre-

serving the measurement conditions

In order to maximise also in this case the moderation power of the setup,
the most comfortable option was the arrangement of the counters in a verti-
cal position, perpendicular to the beamline, as shown in Figure 3.16A. This
needed two excavations inside the Polyethylene: the horizontal one for the
beamline and the vertical one for the target chamber, with the radii HR and
TcR, respectively.
In Table the parameters of the design of the MT chamber are simmarized.
This configuration has the consequence that both the solid angle covered by

TABLE 3.5: Features of the Multi Target Chamber

number of rings 2
N1 6
N2 12
L1 25 cm
L2 40 cm
r1 6 cm
r2 11 cm

HR 2.8 cm
TcR 2.8 cm

Polyethylene size without BPE 40x50x40cm3

Borated Polyethylene Layer 2.54 cm

the counters and the moderator material amount are reduced compared with
the ST setup.
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The efficiency as a function of neutron energy has been estimated and shown

(A) MT setup, with the vertical arrangement
of the 3He counters

(B) Section of the MT setup: the horizontal
hole is for the beamline, the vertical one is of
the target holder (upper part) and for the con-
nection to an additional turbopump (downer)

FIGURE 3.16

in Figure 3.17. its trend is similar to the ST setup both for the overall effi-
ciency, indicated by the black stars, and for the partial ones (red and blue
lines indicates inner and outer ring, respectively). Bumps in the efficiency
curve are evident also in this setup: due to the elastic scattering 12C(n, n)12C.
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ergy for the Multi Target chamber setup: black stars are the overall
efficiency, the blue and the red lines are respectively the partial effi-

ciency related to the outer and inner rings of the detector
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The comparison of the efficiency as a function of the neutron energy is
shown in Figure 3.18A: in particular, looking at Figure 3.18B it is possible
compare the efficiency of the two setups normalized respect with the ST
setup efficiency curve. In the neutron energy range covered LUNA400, with
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2 MeV < En < 3 MeV, the efficiency of the ST setup is 10% relative higher
than the MT setup. Increasing the neutron energy, the ratio has an inversion
at En = 5 MeV.
After this comparison the LUNA collaboration decided to split the campaign
measurement in two parts using the two different setups.
In the first phase of the measurement, the MT chamber has been used in or-
der to guarantee a high reproducibility of the beam irradiation on target and
reduce systematics during the target characterization. During this phase the
higher energy points, in the alpha energy range between 400 down to 360
keV, have been measured.
The second campaign will be devoted in going down in energy as near as
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possible to the Gamow Window: because the cross section decrease exponen-
tially with the decreasing of energy in the center of mass, an higher efficiency
is mandatory. So during this phase the ST chamber will be mounted.
Some cross section points will be measured with both setups in order to have
an overlap in the energy dependence between data tacking campaigns.
One important common feature of these experimental setups is the possibil-
ity to open the moderator in two parts moving one half along the beamline
direction.
This requirement has been implemented in order to perform complementary
measurement with an HPGe detector. As better illustrated in Chapter 4, the
HPGe is mounted near the target in close geometry at 55°for the detection
of prompt γ-rays emitted from the decay of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction. The
γ-ray spectrum acquired will be analysed to check the stability of the 13C tar-
get.
In Figure 3.19A and 3.19B the picture of the mounted setups: the MT and the
ST, respectively.

(A) Picture of the Multi Target setup, used
for detector commissioning and the target

characterization

(B) Picture of the high efficiency
Single Target setup, used for the low energy

cross section measurement

FIGURE 3.19

In Figure 3.20, a cartoon not in scale shows how the Multi Target setup works:
for the 13C(α, n)16O cross section measurement the moderator (green) is closed
and the HPGe (red) is outside. For the target monitoring by means of the
13C(p, γ)14N reaction the moderator is opened and the HPGe is inserted in
close geometry.

3.3.3 Environmental Background Measurement

The background inside the detector was measured to check the effectiveness
of the Polyethylene shielding plus the external layer of Borated Polyethylene.
This has two main components: the environmental neutron background of
the rocks plus the alpha particles emitted by the He3 counters’ walls.
During the measurement the moderator was let closed and the cooling sys-
tem on: this to guarantee the same conditions that we had during the cross
section measurements.
More than 10 days of measurement have been accumulated: the sum spec-
trum acquired was overlapped with the spectrum acquired with the AmBe
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FIGURE 3.20: (Colour online) Cartoon of the ST setup (not in scale)
from the top: when the moderator is closed, the 13C(α, n)16O reaction
cross section measurement is performed. For the target monitoring
through the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction, the moderator was opened and

the HpGe at 55°was moved in close geometry.

source, in order to identify the region of interest where the background con-
tribute must be quantified.
Figure 3.21 shows the comparison of the environmental background spec-
trum and the AmBe one normalized by time. Without any beam source, we
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FIGURE 3.21: (Colour online) Comparison between environmental
background and the AmBe spectrum.

counted 891± 30 counts in the region of interest corresponding to neutron
peak.
This is equivalent to a background rate of 3.34± 0.11 events/h from the back-
ground.
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3.4 Experimental efficiency measurements

To validate the efficiency from Geant4 simulations, an experimental efficiency
campaign was scheduled. A neutron source was used; this makes difficult to
build an absolute efficiency curve because the source is not monoenergetic
but has a wide energy spectrum from slow neutrons up to few MeV.
For this reason the calibration campaign was divided in two parts: the first
part has been perfomed at LNGS with an AmBe source and the second one
at MTA ATOMKI using the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction.
In this section I will describe in details the measurements performed and I
will show some comparison between Geant4 simulations and real data.

3.4.1 The Data Acquisition System

In this section I will describe the Data Acquisition System used for the acqui-
sition of the neutron spectra.
The High Voltage of the 18 3He counters was provided by the Caen SY5527
Power Supply module. All the channels were supplied with a HV =+1200 V.
This value has been chosen based on the declaration of GE that guaranteed
that the gain is constant in the neighbourhood of this HV.
Signals from counters are shaped in the CAEN low noise and fast raise charge
sensitive preamplifiers A1422 with a gain of 90 mV/MeV. Each module has
8 channels plus a common test input, for a total of 3 modules used (we used
from channel 1 to channel 6 of each module).
Output signals from the preamplifiers were fed to 3 CAEN 8 Channel 14 bit
100 MS/s Digitizers V1724.
The usage of digitizers permitted to acquire and save waveforms for an of-
fline analysis of signals.
The output of each preamplifier have been connected to input channels 1-6
of each module.
A V1718 controller module permitted the communication between VME mod-
ules and the PC where waveforms have been recorded and analysed offline.
A software based on Labview [64] libraries has been developed on purpose.
Figure 3.22 shows the Data Acquisition Chain for the saving of waveform
from 3He counters.

3.4.2 Efficiency calibration with the AmBe neutron source

As first step, we performed an efficiency calibration in situ at LNGS with a
neutron source.
It is possible to build a neutron source mixing an energetic alpha emitting iso-
tope with a suitable target material. The maximum yield is obtained when
beryllium is chosen as target: in this case neutrons are produced via the re-
action 9Be(α, n)12C (Q = 5.71 MeV). Among the alpha emitters, Actinide ele-
ments usually, two are the most common in this kind of source: Plutonium
and Americium. The source used for the efficiency measurement at LNGS is
an AmBe source with an emission activity of 10 n/s.
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FIGURE 3.22: Scheme of the neutron detection electronics chain

We could not find any official certification that attested the activity calibra-
tion of the source, so we assumed uncertainties of 20% to be conservative.
The spectrum of AmBe is shown in Figure 3.23 [65]: it has many peaks and
valleys that are related to excitation states in which 12C product nucleus is
left. The advantage of this source is that the half life time is very long, 433 y,
so the source emission rate modification is negligible.
The safety sheet is shown in Figure 3.24.

FIGURE 3.23: The Americium Berilium spectrum measured by Marsh
[65] using an 3He sandwich spectrometer incorporating two semicon-

ductor detectors and a proportional counter region

The measurement was performed for both the setups, the Single Target and
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FIGURE 3.24: Safety Sheet of the 10 n/s AmBe source available at
LNGS

the MultiTarget.
The source was mounted in the position of the target: in Figures 3.25A and
3.25B is shown the of the AmBe source mounted in Single target chamber
and in the Multi Target chamber, respectively.
In order to guarantee the comparability with the 13C(α, n)16O measurement,
the water cooling system has been let on during the calibration measure-
ments and vacuum inside the target chamber has been pumped.
The efficiency η can be estimated using the formula:

(A) (B)

FIGURE 3.25: The source mounted in the two setup: in (A) and (B)
are shown the ST target holder and the MT target holder, respectively

η =
Nn

AT
(3.2)

where Nn is the number of detected neutrons in the all the channels, T is the
of the acquisition time and A is the activity of the source.
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In Table 3.6 the main quantity required for the efficiency calculation are sum-
marized: overall acquisition time and neutrons detected in each detector
ring.

TABLE 3.6: Time and neutrons detected in the two rings during the
calibration measurements with the 10 n/s AmBe source for ST and

MT setup. efficiency is calculated using Formula 3.2.

time (s) counts in the ROI (200-700 keV) Efficiency calculated
partial total

Single target
setup

13544
Internal ring 21587 15.9%

36.1%
External ring 27403 20.2%

Multi Target
setup

80744
Internal Ring 116192 14.39%

34.5%
External ring 161001 19.54%
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The spectra from each counter have been summed and the sum spectrum
was fitted in order to get the energy resolution of the setup.
The function used to parametrize the typical shape of a spectrum from a He3
counter is:

f (x) =

C ∗ e−0.5(
x−Ep

σ )2
, if x > Ep.

C ∗ ( Γ
2 )

2

(x−Ep)2+( Γ
4 )

2 + c, if x < Ep.
(3.3)

C is a normalization constant, Ep is the position of the neutron peak: at higher
energies the peak can be fitted with a gaussian with the sigma of the res-
olution σ; at lower energies the wall effect makes the decrease of the peak
smoother, so the edge can be parametrized with a Lorentzian function cen-
tred in Ep with the scale parameter Γ/2 plus a constant c.
The fit of the total neutron spectrum is shown in Figure 3.26 and value of the
parameter from the Fit are listed in Table 3.7
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FIGURE 3.26: Example of spectrum acquired with the AmBe source
mounted inside the LUNA detector. The peak is fitted with the Func-

tion 3.3 (red line)

The Full Width Half Maximum of the neutron peak can be extracted from

TABLE 3.7: Results from the fit of the sum spectrum of the Ambe
source acquired with the Single Target Setup

par value error
C 1.37e+03 2.05e+01
Ep 7.66e+02 3.59e-01
σ 1.04e+01 2.42e-01
Γ 3.52e+01 9.03e-01
c 1.82e+01 3.01e+00

the parameters fitted as

FWHM =
Γ + 2.355 ∗ σ

2
= (29.8± 0.98)keV. (3.4)

that corresponds to an energy resolution of 3.9% at the 764 keV.
This value was used in a Geant4 simulation, where the Ambe spectrum was
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implemented inside the Primary Particle Generator. Figure 3.27 shows the
simulated AmBe spectrum in blue, compared with the red points from the
Geant4 forum
(http://hypernews.slac.stanford.edu.).

100000 neutron have been generated and the results of the simulation are
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FIGURE 3.27: AmBe simulated spectrum implemented in the primary
generator Geant4 code: red dots are the reference value from /hyper-

news.slac.stanford.edu

summarized in Table 3.8

TABLE 3.8: Geant4 simulations results with the AmBe source simu-
lated

Neutron generated neutron detected efficiency
Single target

setup
100000

Internal ring 16151 16.15%
External ring 19033 19.03%

Multi Target
setup

100000
Internal Ring 15244 15.24%
External ring 19630 19.63%

The comparison between the efficiency measured in Table 3.6 and the sim-
ulated one in Table 3.8 is in agreement for both the setups, both for the overall
efficiency and for the single radii as well. This is already a strong argument
on the reliability of values of efficiency obtained from the simulation.
In order to make more robust the efficiency validation, the collaboration de-
cided to face a calibration campaign at MTA Atomki (Debrecen, Hungary),
where we could generate a reaction that emitted neutrons at a energy well
known from the reaction kinematics.

3.4.3 Calibration with the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction

In order to strengthen the evaluation of the neutron detection efficiency of the
LUNA neutron array in both moderator arrangements (vertical and horizon-
tal), the collaboration performed measurements of non-resonant 51V(p, n)51Cr
reaction (Q=-1534.794 keV).
This reaction is widely used in literature for the calibration of neutron detec-
tor setups [66, 34, 67] and guarantees an high stability of the 51V target that
allows to maintain low the systematic uncertainties.
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Being a threshold reaction (Eth = 1565 keV), the measurement was performed
at the 30° beamline by the 5MV Van de Graaff accelerator of MTA Atomki,
(Debrecen, Hungary). The energy analysing device of the accelerator consists
of a 90-degree homogeneous field analyzing magnet with adjustable energy
defining slits at the object and image positions.
The magnetic field of the magnet is measured by a nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) fluxmeter.
The beam goes through series of tantalum collimators hitting targets with a
5mm diameter beamspot.
The accumulated beam charge on target was measured with an ORTEC 439
Digital Current Integrator connected to the target chamber used as Faraday
Cup.
In order to compensate the effect of secondary emitted electrons from the
target, a -300 V potential was applied on the last tantalum collimator as elec-
trons suppressor.
The DAQ system used was the same described in Section 3.4.1, with two dif-
ferences.
Due to the high 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction and the consequent neutron rate pro-
duction, a pulser signal was supplied to each DAQ channel through the test
input of each preamplifier and at the same time in an empty digitizer chan-
nel. The ratio between pulser counts in each He3 channel and those in the
empty channel allowed to estimate the dead time and correct spectra.
Moreover the software MC2 Analyzer by CAEN was used for the acquisition
and spectra are saved without saving waveforms.
The measurement was performed at Ep =1700, 2000, 2300 keV, that corre-
sponds to average neutron energies of En =148, 454 and 757 keV, respectively.
Due to the presence of a second neutron channel above Ep = 2335 keV, corre-
sponding to a 51Cr level at about Ex = 750keV, it is not possible to go higher
in energy, since, above this energy, two groups of neutron energies are mixed
and the reaction cannot be considered monoenergetic anymore.
The measurement is based on the activation technique: the 51V(p, n)51Cr re-
action emits neutrons ad produces an equivalent number of 51Cr nuclei, ra-
dioactive nuclides.
These decay with an electron capture process with a half-life of T1/2 = 27.7025(24)
day to an excited state of 51V nuclide. So the emission of γ−ray lines follows:
in particular we focused the attention on the 320 keV line with a 9.91(1)%
branching ratio.
The irradiated targets were then moved in the low-level laboratory of MTA
Atomki and the γ−rays emitted by the 51V decay were detected using a lead-
shielded setup with a 150% HPGe detector, shown in Figure 3.28.
The efficiency of the HPGe detector is 13.4± 0.4% at Eγ =320 keV (private
communication).
A typical HPGe spectrum acquired is shown in Figure 3.29: the red line in
correspondence of the 320 keV peak is the linear background fitted in the
neighbourhood of peak, that will be subtracted for the net counting rate eval-
uation.

The neutron detector efficiency can be calculated by the ratio between the
neutrons detected Nn divided by N51Cr, the number of 51Cr nuclei produced
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FIGURE 3.28: Setup used for the activation measurement: the 51V tar-
get irradiated with proton is inserted in the blue container, shielded

by external environmental background
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FIGURE 3.29: An example of γ-ray spectrum from the 51Vdecay. The
320 keV peak is fitted with a Gaussian curve plus a linear background.

during the target proton irradiation, in ratio 1:1 with the neutron emitted
from the target.
The number of neutrons detected was corrected by the dead time in each
channel using the ratio between the pulser counts in the 3He counter’s chan-
nels and the pulser count in the free channel.
A neutron spectrum acquired is shown in Figure 3.30.
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FIGURE 3.30: A neutron spectrum acquired during the efficiency
campaign with the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction: the neutron peak is evi-

dent and the pulser peak is at higher energies

N51Cr can be calculated by means of the activation measurement detecting
the γ-ray spectrum with the HPGe detector.
The timing of the activation measurement is schematized in Figure 3.31: as-
suming that at T0 the proton irradiation is stopped, after a cooling time T1 −
T0, we started the HPGe measurement at T1: a corrective factor must be ap-
plied in order to take into account the 51Cr decay in this cooling time.
Being precise, a correction should be applied also considering that 51Cr de-
cays also during the proton irradiation time on the vanadium target, but due
to the fact that the irradiation time is much shorter then the half life time of
51Cr, we can neglect this contribution.

FIGURE 3.31: Scheme of the activation measurement. At T0 a number
of N51Cr are produced after the proton irradiation of 51V. The acti-
vation mesasurement start after a time transient in T1. at half of the
irradiation measurement the Number of 51Cr nuclides is N1Cr51 =

N51Cre−λ(Tav−T0).

In the time window ∆ta = T2 − T1 we can assume that the activity of the
source A is constant, due to the fact that the activation measurement time is
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much shorter that the 51Cr decay time.
Considering the well know decay law:

A51Cr = −
dN
dt

= λN151Cr (3.5)

where λ is the decay constant of the radioactive source and N151Cr is the
total number of radioactive nuclides during the Germanium measurement.
This is linked with the N51Cr through integration of the decay law: N151Cr =
N51Cre−λ∆T, where ∆T = (tav− t0) is the elapsed time between the end of the
proton irradiation and the half of the activation measurement.
The activity, i.e. the number of decays per unit of time, can be estimated from
the net counts of γ-rays in the 320 keV peak opportunely corrected consid-
ering the dead time, the HPGe efficiency at 320 keV ηγ320 and the Branching
Ratio to the 320 keV B, divided by the time measurement ∆ta = t2 − t1.
Resuming, the neutron detector efficiency can be calculated with the equa-
tion 3.6

ηn =
Nn

Nγ(320keV)
ηγ320Be−λ(∆T) ∗ ∆ta ∗ λ (3.6)

In Table 3.9 are summarised the main quantities necessary for the calculation.
Here I will illustrate results for both setups.

TABLE 3.9: Parameters used in Formula 3.6 for the efficiency evalua-
tion with the 51V(p, γ)51Cr reaction.

Parameter Value
T1/2 (days) 27.703±0.003

B (%) 9.91±0.1
ηγ320(%) 13.4±0.4

In Table 3.10 the proton energy of the run Ep, proton irradiation time Tirr,
cooling time ∆T, activation measurement time ∆ta, number of gamma de-
tected after the linear background subtraction Nγ(320keV) and efficiency cal-
culated according Formula 3.6 are reported.
Efficiency overall uncertainty, estimated after error propagation, is of the or-
der of 5%.

TABLE 3.10: Single target setup efficiency measurements

Targets Ep (keV) Tirr(s) Nn ∆T(s) ∆ta(s) Nγ(320keV) Efficiency
Value error Value error

S-V5 1700 5100 22364512 93612 241133 40906 3365 0.4665 0.023
S-V6 2000 6000 39581320 347335 154757 44872 5202 0.4544 0.0227
S-V4 2300 4800 20010543 4643 107970 18189 4934 0.4396 0.0216

The data and the simulated efficiencies are shown in Figure 3.32, repre-
sented by the blue points and the red curve, respectively.

The efficiency curve from the Geant4 simulation code has to be scaled by
a factor 0.82 to match experimental data. An overestimation of the simulated
efficiency has been observed for similar setups in the past [67, 60]. The reason
for deviations between measurements and simulations is unknown, but most
likely the differences have to be attributed to a combination of factors. These
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FIGURE 3.32: Comparison between efficiency experimental blue
points calculated with the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction and the MC Geant4

efficiency red curve scaled of a factor 0.82 to overlap data.

include experimental uncertain- ties in the neutron scattering cross-sections
used in the simulations, especially in the modelling of molecular effects dur-
ing the moderation of the neutrons in the polyethylene. Also, slight devia-
tions between the physical density of the moderator and the value used in
the calculations has an effect on the efficiency of the actual setup. Figure 3.33
shows the comparison between the ratio of the efficiencies of the two radii,
outer divided by inner, with the experimental data. The agreement and the
overlap between the experimental dataset and the simulation data, the blue
points and the red curve, respectively, indicated that also the simulation is
under control also from this point of view. The efficiency for the Single Tar-
get chamber can be parametrized with the function

ηST(En) = 47.49− 6.48En + 0.5E2
n − 0.02E3

n, En in MeV (3.7)

The same data analysis was performed for the Multi Target setup. In this
case we acquired measured efficiency in correspondence of the three energy
points listed at the beginning of the Section and we added one more point at
Ep=2600 keV, corresponding to a neutron energy of 1 MeV where literature
[68] predicted a negligible contribution of the n1 neutron group to the total
flux.
In Table 3.11 the results of the Multi Target efficiency campaign are shown.

TABLE 3.11: Multi target setup efficiency measurements

Targets Ep (keV) Tirr(s) Nn ∆T(s) ∆ta(s) Nγ(320keV) Efficiency
Value error Value error

V3 1700 7394 10911544 103968,5 82777 7914 119 0.4281 0.0202
V2 2000 2657 13696816 85980 68381 8559 117 0.4126 0.0221
V6 2300 3577 12081008 123960 71980 8027 70 0.4040 0.0242
V5 2600 7273 8976250 248580 172752 14468.2 167.9 0.3855 0.020754
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FIGURE 3.33: Comparison between efficiency experimental acquired
with the Multi Target setup. The blue points are calculated with
the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction and the MC Geant4 efficiency red curve

is scaled down of a factor 0.82 to overlap data.

Also in this case the efficiency curve extracted from Geant4 simulations
must be scaled by a factor 0.8 to overlap experimental Data. The comparison
after the scaling is shown in Figure 3.34 The efficiency for the Single Target
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FIGURE 3.34: Comparison between efficiency experimental acquired
with the Multi Target setup. The blue points are calculated with
the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction and the MC Geant4 efficiency red curve

is scaled down of a factor 0.82 to overlap data.

chamber can be parametrized with the function

ηMT(En) = 42.74− 2.91En − 2.52E2
n + E3

n − 0.1E4
n, En in MeV (3.8)

The discrepancy of 10%, predicted by Geant4 simulation (Figure 3.18B) in the
low energy part of the curve is confirmed by experimental measurements.
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Chapter 4

The target characterization

In this chapter, I will describe all the procedures that permitted to keep under
control the target modification during the measurements.
I will start from the description of the evaporation process used for the target
preparation (Section 4.1).
As already mentioned in previous chapters, one of the most important sources
of systematic uncertainties comes from the target modification due to the
degradation, change of stoichiometry, possible blistering effect, the appear-
ance of bubbles on target surface due to alpha bombardments.
A crucial aspect in absolute cross section measurements with solid targets is
the monitoring of the target itself.
It is of paramount importance that targets and backings contain minimum
contaminations.
Indeed, trace contaminants may be present in targets, and if their cross sec-
tion can be higher than the one to be measured, they would dominate the
spectrum under study.
Using the purest materials alone does not eliminate pollutant impurities,
since these can occur in next steps, like production, handling of targets and
target irradiation.
Methods of cleaning backing materials, quality of products used for target
preparation, the target preparation procedure and analysis on the target sta-
bility are described in next sections.
After the introduction of useful experimental concepts needed for the analy-
sis (Section 4.2), I will describe the target characterisation performed to verify
the conditions described ( Sections 4.3 and 4.4 ).

4.1 Target preparation

In most of the past work in literature [19, 34], 13C solid targets are produced
evaporating 13C enriched powder on backings.
Another possibility could be the ion implantation, performed shooting accel-
erated 13C ions on a backing. This procedure would be very expensive.
After some tests performed, the collaboration concluded that a reliable and
feasible solution was the evaporation procedure, described in more details in
next sections.
Before the production of the 13C target, it is necessary to prepare backings
for the deposition of the target material. The backings are usually made
of a heavy material (e.g. Tantalum, Gold, Copper): for these elements the
Coulomb barrier is so high that is very unlikely to generate reactions with
the beam projectiles. In this measurements Tantalum backings have been
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used, because cheaper and easy to machine.
A cleaning procedure is important in order to remove from Ta surface traces
of light elements ( e.g. Hydrogen, Oxigen, Flourine, Boron). All these possi-
ble contaminants could easily generate beam induced background.
The etching procedure for Ta is well established [69].
Ta backings are washed with isopropyl alcohol and with a 2% solution of de-
tergent (e.g u90 Aldrich) in a ultrasonic bath in order to remove impurities
on surface.
After the drying, targets are washed again with a solution of three acids (150
ml H2SO4 conc.+60 ml HNO3 conc. +72 ml HF conc. (40%)). This solution
removes impurities of light elements inside the backing, but on the other side
it can increase the level of beam induced background due to the presence of
Fluorine.
For this reason LUNA collaboration developed an alternative cleaning method,
where backings are let for few hours in a solution with citric acid at 5-10% +
1% H2O2 in ultrasonic bath.
This procedure was used in the case of Ta backing used as support for the
13C.
After cleaning procedure, the deposition process follows: during my phD
work I personally took care of the production of evaporated targets.
They were fabricated using MTA ATOMKI Leybold UNIVEX 350 vacuum evap-
orator, showed in Figure 4.1.
Powder used for the evaporation was produced by Sigma Aldrich, that guar-

antees a 99% enriched powder with 99% purity (https://www.sigmaaldrich.
com/catalog/product/aldrich/277207?lang=it&region=IT).
Before the evaporation phase, one needs to press 13C powder in more solid
pellets using an hydraulic press: this allowed to the material to be more re-
sistant and more localized in the melting pot in the vacuum chamber.
Basically the technique consists in heating up the material to evaporate in a
vacuum chamber.
Due to the high melting point of Carbon (3600°C), the electron gun evapora-
tion technique is the only possible solution, because the heated resistive boat
cannot reach those high temperatures.
The vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 4.2.

Electrons are emitted by thermoionic effect and guided in the melting pot
by means of an electric and a magnetic field.
The beam controller is shown in Figure 4.3. In Table 4.1 the beam parameters
considered optimal and fixed during all the evaporation campaigns in order
to guarantee the reproducibility of the procedure.

An oscillator quartz mounted inside the vacuum chamber at a fixed dis-
tance far from the melting pot (16 cm) was used to monitor the evaporation:
the key concept behind this is that the 13C powder evaporates isotropically
and is deposited also on the quartz. The oscillation frequency will drop as
the crystal’s mass is increased by the material being deposited on it. To com-
plete the measurement system, an electronic instrument continuously reads
the frequency and performs appropriate mathematical functions to convert
that frequency data to thickness data, both instantaneous rate and cumulated
thickness [70]. The value of the thickness (in kȦ) was not assumed as an ab-
solute value, but as a reference point: fixing all the other setup parameters

https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/277207?lang=it&region=IT
https://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/277207?lang=it&region=IT
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.

FIGURE 4.1: The evaporation setup: on the left the vacuum chamber
and on the right the control panel for the beam, the vacuum system
and the monitoring of the quartz. All these parts will be described in

next sections.

.
.

FIGURE 4.2: The vacuum chamber and all the main components: in
white the hole where the electron beam comes from, in red the melt-
ing pot of the material, in green the nipper where the backing is hold,

in light blue the quartz used ti monitor the evaporation process.

(beam parameters, distance of the backing from the melting pot) if the mate-
rial deposited on the quartz is fixed, it is reasonable to assume that also the
material evaporated on the Ta backing is the same.
Ax example of evaporated target is shown in Figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.3: Beam
controller

parameter Value
Pellet position

distance between backing and melting pot 8.3 cm
distance between melting pot and quartz 16 cm

Beam setting
latitudinal freq 3.0

latitudinal ampl 0.4
longitudinal freq 4.7

longitudinal amplitude 0.9
mod amplitude 0.9

Target properties for quartz
density 2.25

acustic impedance 2.71

TABLE 4.1: Setting of the evaporator
parameters

.

FIGURE 4.4: Enriched 13C target evaporated: It is visible on the top
the lighter zone where the target was hold during the evaporaion pro-

cedure

For all the campaigns of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction cross section measure-
ments, I evaporated more then 100 targets, using an overall amount of en-
riched powder of 7 grams.

4.2 Experimental quantities

Before to go ahead with the description of the characterization, I will intro-
duce few useful experimental quantities that will be used for the spectra anal-
ysis in this and in the next Chapter.
The yield Y is defined as the number of reaction products emitted (γ-rays or
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particles) Ne per incident particle Np on target:

Y =
Ne

Np
(4.1)

Another related quantity is the experimental Yield Yexp, that is the number
of particles or γ-rays detected Nd per particle incident on the target. The
experimental Yield is related to reaction Yield through the relation:

Yexp = ηY (4.2)

where η is the detector efficiency.
The curve that describes the Yield of a reaction channel as a function of the
bombarding projectile energy is defined excitation function.
Another quantity that will be used in this work is the stopping power ε(E),
the energy loss of the particle inside a given material divided by the material
density ρ.

ε(E) = −1
ρ

dE
dx

(4.3)

Values of stopping power are tabulated with a given uncertainty in the SRIM
(Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) database [50] as a function of the en-
ergy of projectile in laboratory system. In particular data from the 2008 will
be used for my analysis.
In general the target used in the reaction can be prepared using a compound
where there are active nuclei A and inactive ones I. The latter are spectator
of the reaction under study, but of course interact with projectiles.
Assuming a given compound with the stoichiometry Aa Ii, the effective stop-
ping power εe f f can be estimate by means of the Formula [6]:

εe f f (E) = εa(E) + ∑
i

ni

na
εi(E) (4.4)

Suppose that a beam of energy E0 hits the target. Projectiles pass trough the
target losing energy.
We can assume that the target can be divided in slices of infinitesimal thick-
ness dxi, such that the energy lost by the beam in each slice, dEi, is small. In
this thickness also the cross section σi is constant over dxi.
In each layer the infinitesimal Yield dYi can be defined as:

dYi = σinidxi (4.5)

where ni is the active nuclei number density.
The total yield inside the entire target with a thickness ∆E = ∑i dEi, is given
by the integration of partial yield in each layer:

Y(E0) =
∫

σ(x)n(x)dx =
∫ E0

E0−∆E

σ(E)
ε(E)

dE (4.6)

For a narrow resonance with at energy ER and gamma width Γ, (Γ� ER), the
energy dependence of the cross section is parametrized with the Breit-Wigner
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formula:
σBW(E, ER) = πλ2ω

ΓaΓb
(E− ER)2 + (Γ/2)2 (4.7)

where ω = 2J+1
(2Jp+1)(2Jt+1) is the statistical factor that considers the spins of

target nucleus Jt, projectile Jp and compound nucleus J, λ is the reduced
wavelength of the projectile, Γa and Γb, such as Γa + Γb = Γ, are the partial
width for the formation and decay of the compound.
In the case of thick target, we are in the condition ∆E � Γ. Assuming that
all the other quantities are constant over the energy range of the target, the
yield is given by

Y(Epl ab) =
λ2

2π
ωγ

M + m
M

1
ε

[
arctan

(Ep,lab − ER

Γ/2
)
− arctan

(Ep,lab − ER − ∆E
Γ/2

)]
(4.8)

The excitation function for a thick target yield curve has the typical double
arctangent shape, and the plateau height is proportional to the strength of
the resonance and independent on the target thickness.
In case of non resonant mechanism, Formula 4.6 is used, sometime estimated
with some approximations.
In case the target thickness is much smaller than the beam energy (∆E� E0),
the stopping power ε(E) can be assumed constant over the energy interval
in the target and this can be taken out from the integral:

Y(E0) =
1

ε(E0)

∫ E0

E0−∆E
σ(E)dE (4.9)

If also the cross section is energy-independent or slightly energy dependent
over this interval, one can use the linear approximation and the cross section
can be extracted from the yield using the inverse formula

σ(Ee f f ) = Y(E0)ε(E0)/∆E (4.10)

In the equation 4.10 it has been necessary introduce the so called effective
cross section σe f f = σ(Ee f f ) defined as the averaged value of the cross-
section over the target interaction energies.
One may note that in this case the cross section determination is dependent
on the target thickness and, as we will see in next chapter, very sensitive to
the target degradation [71]. The estimation of effective energy, assumed as
the real energy where the reaction occurred, must be very precise due to the
passage from the cross section to the S(E)-factor, begin the energy in a expo-
nential term.
Furthermore, these approximations are not valid anymore if the cross section
strongly depends on energy.
I will show that this condition is valid for the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, so in next
chapter, devoted to the cross section evaluation, it will be necessary an alter-
native approximation. In this chapter we will use the thick target approach
for the characterization of enriched 13C targets at MTA Atomki. Furthermore
in the second part of the characterization performed with the LUNA acceler-
ator we will calculate the reaction yeld with the definition in Formula 4.1.
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4.3 Target characterization at 2 MV Tandetron at MTA ATOMKI

In order to verify the evaporation reproducibility and uniformity, a target
characterization was performed by me together with the Hungarian group
through the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction (Q= 7550.56 keV) using the 2 MV Tande-
tron installed at MTA Atomki (Hungarian Academy of Sciences).
The setup used was quite similar to the LUNA’s one and is described here.
A gate valve was used to insulate the accelerator from the rest of the beam-
line. The target chamber was electrically insulated and the target was used as
Faraday Cup in order to collect the charge, connecting it to a digital current
integrator ORTEC 439.
An HPGe of 100% relative efficiency at 0°was installed at around 3 cm from
the target in order to detect prompt γ-rays emitted by the 13C(p, γ)14N reac-
tion.
Signals were shaped using a preamplifier and then spectra were acquired
using the NIM ASPEC Multi Channel Analyzer and a PC with the Maestro
software installed.
The position between target and HPGe is shown in Figure 4.5.
Targets were irradiated with a proton beam with an average current as low

.

FIGURE 4.5: The setup used at MTA Atomki for the measurement of
the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction; the HPGe is at 0° respect to the beamline

direction

as 500 nA.
This has a double advantage:

• the beam power on target is 10 times lower then at LUNA, so its degra-
dation is negligible

• neither cooling system nor clod trap are necessary in the setup

In particular targets were scanned by means of the narrow resonance ER,lab =
1748keV (Γ = 122 eV) [72]: when the beam energy is higher then the reso-
nance energy, particles lose energy inside the target and the resonance level
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is populated inside the target itself; once the energy is high enough the reso-
nance is not populated anymore and the yield decreases to zero.
The experimental Yield defined as in Formula 4.1 was estimated in the region
of interest integrated included the full, first escape and second escape peaks
of the transition ER,lab →GS.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of spectrum acquired with ORTEC MAESTRO
Data Acquisition System. The red part is the ROI used for the evaluation of
the experimental yield.
The γ-ray energy emitted Eγ is related to the captured proton energy, apart

FIGURE 4.6: Example of spectrum acquired, the red part is the ROI
used for the analysis.

from Doppler and recoil corrections, by the relation Eγ = Q + Ep,lab
Mt

Mp+Mt

where Q, Mt, and Mp are the Q-value of the reaction, and the target and pro-
jectiles masses, respectively.
Therefore the capture to the ground state is expected at Eγ = 9175 keV.
Moreover the large cross section at resonance ER = 1748 keV permits to get
a statistical uncertainty lower than 1% in less than 3 minutes.
In these conditions it is possible to consider the environmental background
negligible respect to the signal from the reaction, as shown in Figure 4.7:
spectrum of 13C(p, γ)14N and environmental background one are normal-
ized to time.
In the region of interest the background counting rate is more than five or-
ders of magnitude lower then 13C(p, γ)14N one.

Being in the condition of thick target (i.e. target thickness � Γ) the γ-ray
reaction yield as a function of proton energy near the resonance has a double
arctangent, described in Equation 4.8 [6], as it shown in Figure 4.8.
The front leading edge is determined by the convolution of the beam reso-
lution and the natural width of the resonance; this is followed by a constant
plateau where the height is proportional to the inverse of the compound stop-
ping power. The falling edge at higher proton energy is larger then the lead-
ing one because of the contribution of the straggling effect.
The fit profile is shown in Figure 4.8 (red line).
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FIGURE 4.7: (Colour online) Comparison between the spectrum ac-
quired during the 13C(p, γ)14N measurement and a background, in
red and in blue respectively. Spectra are normalized to time. In the

region of interest the background is negligible.

Y(Ep,lab) = k ∗ (ATan(
Ep,lab − ER

Γ1/2
)− ATan(

Ep,lab − ER − ∆E
Γ2/2.

)) + bckg;

(4.11)
k is a normalization constant, ER is the energy of the resonance, correspond-
ing to the abscissa of the point at half of the raising edge of the profile, Γ1 and
Γ2 are the steepness of the leading and falling edge respectively and bckg is
the background component.
The FWHM of the Yield profile represents the target thickness in unit of en-

ergy [73].
Considering that the beamspot radius is few mm and using a dedicated set

TABLE 4.2: Parameters extracted from the fit of the excitation function
in Figure 4.8

NAME VALUE ERROR
k 1.963e+00 2.8e-02

ER 1.749e+03 6.7e-03
∆E 2.313e+00 1.4e-02
Γ1 3.272e-01 1.86e-02
Γ2 1.58e+00 3.8e-02

bckg 1.44e-01 2.56e-02

up that permitted to rotate an off axis target holder, we could hit targets in
different points and test the uniformity of the evaporation.
Figure 4.9B shows the results of the irradiation in three different points, P1,P2
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FIGURE 4.8: The excitation function of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction at
ER= 1748 keV. Parameters of the fit are listed in Table 4.2

and P3, qualitatively indicated by red circles in Figure 4.9A.

In Table 4.3 the fit parameters of the thick target yields obtained in P1,P2 and
P3 using the Formula 4.11 are listed.
The thickness parameter ∆E, hilighted in the light blue row, shows a maxi-
mum discrepancy of 3%: so it is reasonable to claim that the deposition uni-
formity is guaranteed at level of 3%.
There are discrepancies at the level of few percent for the parameters k, ER

TABLE 4.3: Fit parameters from the resonance scan in P1,P2,P3

parameter pos1 pos2 pos3
k (a.u) 1.780(9) 1.748(22) 1.657(30)

ER(keV) 1748.741(6) 1748.876(8) 1748.914(6)
∆E(keV) 4.587(13) 4.589(18) 4.407(23)
Γ1 (keV) 0.258(11) 0.245(13) 0.269(11)
Γ2 (keV) 2.130(26) 2.319(37) 2.425(84)

and Γ2. The discrepancy for k is due the fact that the relative position be-
tween the target and the HPGe detector changes with the rotation of the tar-
get holder. ER is due to instabilities in the motor generator of the accelerator:
during the transient time for the warm up of the machine, its parameters, e.g
the extraction voltage, can be influenced by temperature changes and reach
the stability after certain time Γ2 is mainly related to the roughness of the Ta
backings.

The uniformity of the evaporation was checked in few targets : for the rest
the excitation function at ER = 1748 keV was measured in a single point.
In Table 4.4 the targets produced in November 17 are listed; I report in the
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(A) An example of evaporated target:
the red circles qualitatively indicate

different irradiation points
for the uniformity evaporation

test.
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(B) (Colour online) The three resonance profiles in different target points:
the difference in the plateau height is due to the different relative position
between beamspot and HpGe that changes the efficiency of the measure-
ment; the shift in the raising edge was due to instabilities in the motor

generator of the accelerator

FIGURE 4.9

Table also the quartz parameter that indicates the quantity of material de-
posited on the backing during the evaporation procedure and the thickness
∆E (keV) measured with the thick target yield approach.

In Figure 4.10 the thickness parameter extracted from the fit profile ∆E is
plotted as a function of the quartz thickness ∆Eq : the Pearson correlation
coefficient [74] of the points of the cluster of targets evaporated in November
is 0.674, revealing a moderate correlation between the two quantities. Look-
ing at table of critical values for Pearson’s R, the probability that this value is
accidentally produced by uncorrelated variables is 1.4%; so at the confidence
level of 99% we can say that the two variables are linearly correlated.
This means that, fixing parameters in table 4.1, it is possible to take the quartz
indicator as reference point to produce targets with a thickness between 3 and
5 keV for a proton energy of ER = 1748 keV.

Another test performed during the target characterization campaign at MTA
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TABLE 4.4: Summary of the parameters of the evaporated targets pro-
duced in November 2017

target ∆Eq (kȦ) ∆E (keV) δ∆E(keV)
MT1 0.33 3.258 0.012
MT2 0.35 2.576 0.02
MT3 0.39 3.428 0.015
MT4 0.4 4.322 0.02
MT5 0.35 3.234 0.019
MT6 0.4 3.489 0.02
MT7 0.42 3.644 0.02
MT8 0.44 4.488 0.021
MT9 0.45 3.698 0.02
T18 0.44 4.634 0.019
T19 0.48 4.581 0.019
T20 0.5 4.216 0.018
MT10 0.5 4.886 0.02
T21 0.55 4.466 0.02
MT11 0.5 3.6789 0.022
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FIGURE 4.10: Plot of the thickness of the target measured with the
resonance scan and the thickness monitored online with the evapora-
tor: the Pearson correlation coefficient shows a moderate correlation

ATOMKI regarded the double check on the purity of the powder provided
by Sigma Aldrich.
A natural carbon target, with the well know 13C abundance of 1.1%, was
evaporated following the same procedure described for the Section and the
13C(p, γ)14N excitation function was measured integrating counts in the usual
region of interest of the peaks relative to the ER → GS transiton.
Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of the natural carbon excitation function
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and the 99% 13C enriched one, indicated by blue squares and red circles, re-
spectively. Uncertainties are at the level of percent and are not visible.
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FIGURE 4.11: Comparison of the 13C(p, γ)14N excitation function of
a natural carbon and an enriched one (blue squares and red points,

respectively). Uncertainties are at the level of 3%.

Because all the experimental conditions (e.g relative distance between
HPGe and target) were fixed, the plateaux’s height is directly proportional
to the abundance of the 13C in the target and to the target active stopping
power.
For both profiles the average Yield in the plateau was calculated, obtaining
Ynat = 0.0576 ± 0.0016 in front of Y13C = 5.094 ± 0.077. Assuming x the
abundance of 13C in the Sigma Aldrich powder, this can be calculated with a
proportion with the stopping powers:

Y13C

Ynat
=

(1 + 1.1
98.9)εC

(1 + 1−x
x )εC

= 90.8x (4.12)

where εC is the stopping power of protons in Carbon and the effective stop-
ping power is calculating using the formula of stopping power for com-
pounds with a mixture of active and inactive nuclides [6]:

ε(E) = εa(E) + ∑
Ni

Na
εi(E) (4.13)

The 13C abundance estimated in the powder is (97.1 ± 2.3)%, compatible
with the 99% claimed by the company.
Concluding all these tests indicated that:

• the evaporation is uniform
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• the evaporation is reproducible and under control

• all the evaporated enriched targets have the same composition compat-
ible with the value provided by Sigma Aldrich
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4.4 Target characterization at LUNA accelerator

The second part of the target characterization took place at LNGS, with the
LUNA 400 accelerator. Here it was possible to verify the target resistance
when irradiated with an higher intensity beam.
During these tests an average current of 120 µA was delivered on target.
Here the collaboration had to take into account that in the LUNA energy
range, from 50 up to 400 kV, it is not possible to populate levels neither with
the 13C(α, n)16O nor in the 13C(p, γ)14N reactions.
For this reason the target degradation cannot be checked by means of the
thick target Yield approach.
Looking the 14N compound nucleus leve scheme in Figure 4.12, beyond the
energy range that LUNA can exploit, coloured in cyan, there are resonances
that could contribute with their tails in a lower energy window.

Q = 7550.56 keV

0.0 1+

2312 0+

3948 1+

4915 0−
5106 3/2−
5691 1−
5834 3−
6203 1+
6446 3+
7029 2+

7966 (Ep= 448 keV) 2−
8062 (Ep= 551 keV) 1−

13C + p 14N

FIGURE 4.12: Level scheme of the 14N compound nucleus. The
cyan area indicates the energy window that could be exploited by the
LUNA accelerator. In brackets the proton energy needed to populate
a level beyond the Q value. No resonant states can be populated with

the LUNA machine

The ER = 448 keV is a narrow resonance (Γ = 2.5 eV), so its contribution
in the LUNA energy region is negligible.
We tested the possibility to face out this problem using an alternative method
taking into account the contribution of the tail of the broad resonance at
Ep = 551keV (Γ = 34.5keV): this was calculated based on the the resonance
parameters evaluated by Genard et al [75], summarized in Table 4.5.

These parameters have been used of the calculation of the contribution of
the resonance at lower energies using the Breit Wigner Formula

σ(Ep)res = (2l + 1)ω
π

k2
ΓeΓr

(E− ER)2 + (Γ2
tot/4)

(4.14)
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TABLE 4.5: Parameters of the resonance at ER = 551keV, evaluated
by Genard et al [75]

ER,cm (keV) Γ (keV) ωγ (eV)
511.3(5) 34.5(1.1) 6.2(2)

All the terms are explained in the Iliadis’ book [76].
The Direct component to the ground state is from King’s paper [77] and is
parametrized by the function

SDC(Ep) = C2S(2.04− 1.6 · 10−3Ep + 4.15 · 10−7E2
p)keV · b (4.15)

where C2S is the spectroscopic factor, that I calculated from the extrapolation
to zero S(0)=5.25 keVb.
The plot of the comparison of the contributions of the two components as a
function of the beam energy is shown in Figure 4.13.
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FIGURE 4.13: (Color online) The tail of the Er = 551 keV resonance
and the direct capture component are plotted as a function of energy

reparately. The ratio between the two is on right Y axis.

The blue and the red curves are the ER = 551 keV cross section and the DC
cross section component, respectively, as a function of the projectile energy.
The green line, with the scale on the right of the plot, shows the ratio of the
two components: the wide resonance has still a predominant component in
the higher part of the energy range covered by the LUNA-400 accelerator.
This means that the total cross section is still affected by the resonance tail as
supposed.
The total cross section is evaluated as the incoherent sum of the resonance
and DC components.
This property will be fundamental in the analysis for the 13C(α, n)16O cross
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section measurement described in the next chapter. In this part of the work,
we can in any case take advantage from the increase of the cross section that
permits to increase the Yield with better statistics.
For these measurements, an HPGe at 55°with a relative efficiency of 120% at
a fixed distance of 5 mm from the target has been used for the detection of
prompt gamma rays emitted by the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction.
In order to dissipate the beam power on target, a cooling system was con-
nected and cooled down the target by mean of a continuous flushing of water
on its back part.
A picture of the setup used for this measurement is show in Figure 4.14: the
target chamber is insulated from the rest of the beam line and used as Fara-
day Cup for the measurement of the current on target. Then a current inte-
grator converts the current in charge on target.
The HPGE is in close geometry in order to maximixe the efficiency. Moreover
it is installed at 55°to minimize the effect of angular distribution, due to the
fact that the Legendre polynomial P2 (55°)=0.
The water flows through the two vertical tubes plugged into the target holder.
In order to test the target stability, we alternated long irradiations at differ-

FIGURE 4.14: The set up used for the 13C target characterization, de-
scribed in the text.

ent energies with short irradiations always at the same energy Ep = 310 keV
used as reference points.
From the relationship between the projectile energy Ep and the gamma en-
ergy emitted Eγ,

Eγ = Ep
MT

MT + Mp
+ Q− Ex + ∆E (4.16)

where MT and Mp are the target and projectile masses respectively, Q is the
Q-value of the reaction, Ex is the final level of the transition (in this case it is
the ground state, so Ex = 0) and ∆E is the correction due to the Doppler and
the recoil, considered negligible in this analysis.
For this reason the full energy peak that we want to monitor, from the DC to
the ground state transition, is at Eγ = 7843 keV.
The reduction of the Yield as a function of the charge accumulated on target
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was evaluated in the Region of interest highlighted in Figure 4.15. Measuring
always at the same proton energy, permits to consider always the same ROI,
so the detector efficiency is always the same and can be simplified.
The number of gamma emitted is, therefore, directly proportional to the
number of active nuclei inside the target.
Therfore, plotting the Yield measured during the reference runs allows to
have an idea of the modification of the targets during beam irradiation.
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FIGURE 4.15: Spectrum emitted from the 13C(p, γ)14N with a proton
energy Ep = 1748 keV. The red zone indicates the integration Region

of interest for the Yield evaluation.

From the integration the raw area was obtained, and then, after a linear back-
ground subtraction, the net number of counts.
In Table 4.6 is summarized the list of reference measurements performed on
one enriched 13C target.
A total charge of 33.7 C of proton was accumulated on target. The plot of the

TABLE 4.6: Measurement performed with the LUNA400 accelerator
for the characterization of one 13C target

Ep [keV] <I>(uA) Q (uC) cumulative Q (uC)
309.69 102 204611 204611
309.69 100 169779 6133250
309.69 136 146950 6942305
309.69 130 100239 8204004
309.69 132 185802 16015240
309.69 133 151171 17831062
309.69 137 156535 25058910
309.69 137 99866 27224378
309.68 145 120681 33811051

Yield in the reference points as a function of the cumulate charge is show in
Figure 4.16. Error bars in the plot represent statistical uncertainties plus 3%
of systematic associated to the reading of the charge on the target.
A linear fit was performed on the data, concluding that the yield reduction

after 33 C of proton irradiation is less then 20%. This results implies that the
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FIGURE 4.16: Yield in the ROI of the peak DC→ GS as a function of
the cumulative charge: error bars include statistical uncertainties and
a 3% of systematic uncertainty due to the the reading of the charge:

the degradation estimated is 17% after 33 C of protons.

13C target degradation under a proton beam is negligible for short proton
runs.
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4.4.1 Beam induced background

After the analysis on the reference runs, a deep investigation was devoted to
check possible contaminant nuclei inside the targets. In case of presence of
pollutants that can open an (α, n) channel with an higher cross section than
the 13C(α, n)16O reaction, the beam induced background would be dominant
and the measurement would be affected by larger uncertainties.
Main candidates are the two isotopes of Boron, 10B and 11B, that have a nat-
ural aboundance of 20% and 80%, respectively.
The 10B(α, n)13N (Q = 1058 keV) and 11B(α, n)14N (Q= 157 keV) cross sections
are many orders of magnitude higher than the carbon cross section.
Thanks to the gamma reduction background in the LNGS underground and
to the high resolution provided by the HPGe, it is possible to identify and
distinguish gamma rays emitted with low probability due to the low branch-
ing ratio of reactions with contaminant elements.
A spectrum acquired during a long measurement at Ep = 310 keV was eval-
uated and is shown in Figure 4.17.

FIGURE 4.17: Gamma spectrum of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction at Ep =
310 keV. The total charge accumulated is 5.7 C.

Beyond the reference peak at 7843 keV, some peaks are visible. The group at
17500 keV are related to the Direct Capture to the Ground State of 7Li(p, γ)8Be
reaction; the group at 10600 keV are emitted by the excitation of the reso-
nance at ER,lab = 310 keV of the 23Na(p, γ)23Mg reaction. Both the contam-
inants come from traces fon the target holder from previous measurements
at LUNA400. Both are not influent for the beam induced background of the
13C(α, n)16O reaction because cannot open (α, n) channels. For what concerns
the Boron contamination, I focused the check on the 11B, the most abundant
isotope. Due to its high Q value in the 11B(p, γ)12C reaction (Q = 15956 keV),
a peak due to the proton capture at energy 16240 keV should be visible. An-
other possible combination of gamma is the primary emitted up to the first
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excited state at Ex = 4420 keV, with an energy of 11820 keV and the sec-
ondary gamma emitted of 4420 keV. These γ-rays are not visible, so I can
conclude that presence of B in the target can be considered negligible.
The study of gamma spectra from the 13C(p, γ)14N for the study of possible
background has been completed with complementary measurements with
alpha beam. Possible contaminants for the (α, n) reaction could be present
along the beamline (e.g on the slits on in the copper tube for the cold trap).
Many attentions have been paid focusing the beam and monitoring the cur-
rents on the slits and on the cold finger, as explained in Section 2.1.1 and
prevent to hit the beamline.
Another possibility is that these contaminants can be inside the target itself.
We checked presence of impurities in the Ta backings shooting alpha beam
on blank supports.
Furthermore we produced evaporated natural carbon targets. The abun-
dance of 13C 1.1%, so the 13C(α, n)16O yield should be negligile in this case.
The 12C(α, n)15O has a negative Q-value (Q=-8500 keV), so this channel can-
not be opened. An enhancement in the count rate could be seen as presence
of pollutant evaporated on the Ta backing during the evaporation.
The count rate of the spectra acquired have been compared with the natural
background.
Spectra normalized by time are shown in Figure 4.18 In Table 4.7 information
of long runs have been summarized: neutron detection rates are compatible
within the error.
Red, blue and green spectra indicate the neutron spectra of environmental
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FIGURE 4.18: Spectra acquired for the evaluation of possible Alpha
Beam Induced Background: blue, green and red spectra are the natu-
ral background, the blank backing and the natural target, respectively.

TABLE 4.7: Quantities measured for the evaluation of possible Alpha
Beam Induced Background

target charge (µC) time (h) counts in ROI count rate
blank 12842105 31.83 83±9 2.61±0.28

natural carbon 3996410 6.54 21±4 3.21±0.611
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background, of irradiation on Ta backing and irradiation on evaporated nat-
ural carbon target.

4.5 Conclusions after the characterization

All the tests performed by mean of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction on the enriched
target were successful and revealed that the target evaporation have high re-
producibility and uniformity on the Ta backing within a level of 5%.
Moveover after the test under a higher intensity proton beam, with an av-
erage current of 100 uA, we are confident that they can withstand at a long
proton charge irradiation, with a degradation of the order 20% after 33C. An
Helium beam irradiation, with a mass that has a factor 4 higher than an Hy-
drogen beam, can have a much worse effect on the target and in the next
chapter I will explain the method I found to face this puzzle.
Thanks to the tail of the resonance at Ep,lab = 551 keV that still contributes
in the energy range of LUNA400, the reaction rate is high enough to collect
high counts statistics in the peak of the proton capture with a small amount
of charge and causing a negligible degradation.
So the idea, that will be explained in more details in next chapter, it to al-
ternate long alpha runs for the cross section measurements and short proton
runs for the target monitoring.
The analysis of the gamma spectra, will permit to interpret the target modi-
fication due to the alpha irradiation, and correct data acquired for the cross
section measurement.
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Chapter 5

Data analysis and results

In this Chapter I will describe the data analysis performed to extract the
13C(α, n)16O absolute cross section value.
In my PhD work I developed an analysis based on an alternation of proton
and alpha beam irradiations on the 13C target.
The analysis procedure is divided in two steps: the first is devoted to analyse
the spectra of 13C(p, γ)14N and evaluate the target modifications as a func-
tion of the charge by means of a gamma shape analysis (Section 5.1).
In the second step, the target parameters extracted from the previous investi-
gation have been used for the evaluation of cross section of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction
(Section 5.2).
In the last section I will compare my results with previous data in the litera-
ture (Section 5.3).

5.1 The gamma shape analysis with 13C(p, γ)14N

Here, I will described an innovative method for monitoring of target modifi-
cations and the consequent necessary correction of the data during the cross
section analysis.
As highlighted in Chapter 4, the tail of the broad resonance at ER = 551 keV
(Γ = 23 keV) of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction increases the reaction rate in the en-
ergy region covered by LUNA, permitting to collect statistics with less than
3% uncertainty in short time.
By means of the 13C(p, γ)14N reaction we have collected information on the
status of the target, used then in the 13C(α, n)16O cross section data analysis.
For this reason the working group decided to alternate proton irradiations
and alpha ones on the 13C targets.
As I will show, this allows to monitor the target conditions during heavy ir-
radiation and to correct 13C(α, n)16O yield measured in each partial run for
the loss due to degradation.
The strategy of measurement for each 13C target has been summarized in Ta-
ble 5.1:
The cycle of measurement was typically stopped after four alpha irradia-
tions.
All the proton references runs have been acquired at Ep,lab = 310 keV. This
energy represents a good compromise since, on one side, there is still high
counting statistics and on the other side it is far away from possible beam in-
duced background due to the reaction 19F(p, αγ)16O reaction at Ep,lab = 340
keV.
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TABLE 5.1: Scheme of a cycle of measurement for a 13C target

beam run name
proton p_ref1
alpha alpha_1
proton p_ref2
alpha alpha_2
proton p_ref3
...

In order to correlate the 13C target status between 13C(α, n)16O and 13C(p, γ)14N
measurements, one should take into account the different nuclear process be-
haviour of the two projectiles inside a carbon target.
In particular, the contribution to the total yield of target nuclei at different
depths can be affected by target degradation to a different extent for the two
reactions. So I have assumed to divide the thick target in thin slices of thick-
ness dE, corresponding to 1 keV, in which the cross section and stopping
power are considered constant.
The yield between E and E + dE is given by:

dY(E, E + dE) =
σ(E)

εe f f (E)
dE (5.1)

I used formula 5.1 to perform a numerical simulation on the reaction yield as
a function of the target depth for 13C(α, n)16O as well as for 13C(p, γ)14N .
13C(p, γ)14N cross section was calculated, as explained in Chapter 4, as the
incoherent sum between the direct dapture component, evaluated by King et
al.[77], and the high energy tail of the broad resonance at Ep = 551 keV [75].
13C(α, n)16O cross section was calculated from Heil’s R-matrix extrapolation
[34].
The stopping power of Helium and Hydrogen projectiles in Carbon in for-
mula 5.1 has been extracted from SRIM2008 [50], assuming pure 13C target
stoichiometry.
Figure 5.1 shows the normalization of the 13C(α, n)16O yield with respect
to the yield in the first target slice (blue crosses) and the yield ratio of the
13C(p, γ)14N in green stars.
In Figure 5.1, depth on x-axis is in nanometers, in order to directly compare
the depths of the target, since the energy loss is different at the same depth
due to different stopping power between alphas and protons projectiles.
The depth in unit of length d as a function of energy loss ∆E of a beam with
energy Eb is given by:

d =
∫ Eb

Eb−∆E

(dE
dx
)−1dE (5.2)

As one can observe, the yield decreases much faster for the 13C(α, n)16O reaction
than for the 13C(p, γ)14N one. From this consideration it is evident that the
target thickness is not a crucial quantity in the cross section analysis, pointing
out that the targets modifications in their surface layers is more important.
In Figure 5.2 the comparison of the peak of the DC → GS transition of
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FIGURE 5.1: Reaction yield as a function of the target depth: green
stars and blue crosses indicate 13C(p, γ)14N and 13C(α, n)16O , re-
spectively. Depth on x axis is in nm for a direct comparison of the

two reaction yields.

13C(p, γ)14N for four γ-ray spectra acquired on the same target is shown.
The blue spectrum has been acquired bombarding the fresh target with a pro-
ton beam, while red, green and violet spectra have been acquired after a total
charge of 1, 2 and 3 C of alpha.

One can observe that, with increasing alpha charge, the peaks show the re-
duction of the yield and a slight widening.
This effect can be related to the modification of the target stoichiometry: a
change in the ratio between inactive and active nuclei can occur, increasing
the second term in formula 4.4.
Based on formula 5.1, an increase of the effective stopping power, εe f f (E),
will reduce the reaction yield.
In order to analyse the γ-ray peak, I have introduced a gamma line shape
method. I have taken into account that the shape of the primary peak comes
from the behaviour of the cross section and from the energy loss of the pro-
jectiles in carbon, both changing with beam energy decreasing in the target.
The formula 5.1 can be written as:

dY(Eγ, Eγ + dE) ∝
σ(Eγ)

εe f f (Eγ)
Σ(Eγ)rHPGe(Eγ, σHPGe(Eγ))dE (5.3)

where Σ defines the energy particle distribution as a function of target thick-
ness due to the straggling effect and the term rHPGe(Eγ, σHPGe(Eγ)) is the
energy resolution of the HPGe detector. In equation 5.3 one can transform
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FIGURE 5.2: (Colour online) Comparison DC → GS transition in γ-
ray spectra acquired on the same target at different accumulated al-
pha charge: blue, red, greed and violet spectra have been acquired on
a fresh target and after 1C, 2C and 3C of alpha, respectively. The yield

decreased clearly with the increasing of the cumulative charge.

from the γ-ray energy Eγ to the corresponding energy Ep at which the reac-
tion takes place, using the relationship

Ep =
1
µ
(Eγ −Q + ∆Erec − ∆EDopp) (5.4)

where µ is the reduct mass of the projectile-target system.
The third term in brackets in equation 5.4 reflects a correction for the recoil
energy of the emitting nucleus:

∆Erec =
E2

γ

2MBc2 (5.5)

where MB is the mass of the compound nucleus (here 14N).
Finally, the Doppler shift of the γ-rays emitted from a nucleus moving at a
velocity v affects the observed γ-ray energy:

∆EDopp =
v
c

Eγcosθ (5.6)

where θ is the angle between the beam direction and the γ-ray detector.
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5.1.1 The straggling effect distribution

The energy particle distribution as a function of target thickness due to the
straggling effect has been performed with TRIM simulations [50], which pro-
vides the energies of particles transmitted beyond a fixed target layer.
The distribution of N particle diffused in thickness d, can be approximated
with a Gaussian probability density function (pdf), where the average value
comes from the energy loss formula and the FWHM is estimated using the
so called Bohr approximation:

FWHM(d) = 2
√

2ln2
√

4πe4Z2
pZtNd = 1.20 · 10−12

√
Z2

pZtNd (5.7)

where Zp, Zt, N and d are the atomic number of projectile and target, the
target density (in atoms/cm3) and the depth (in cm) reached by the projectile,
respectively. The deepest goes the projectile, the largest is the energy distri-
bution. I run numerical simulations with N = 10000 events increasing target
thickness from 10 nm up to 300 nm in steps of 10 nm.
An example is shown in Figure 5.3: in the lego plot the diffusion of a proton
beam at Ep,lab = 310 keV as a function of the 13C target depth is reported.
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FIGURE 5.3: Straggling effect simulated using SRIM 2008 [50].

I built the probability density function given by the straggling effect sum-
ming all the contributions of each layer and normalizing for the overall num-
ber of projectiles.

5.1.2 The HPGe energy resolution

In the formula 5.3, the term rHPGe(Eγ, σHPGe(Eγ)), has been extrapolated at
higher energies considering the secondary γ−rays emitted at Eγ = 2312, 4915
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and 5619 keV, since the Direct capture peak at Eγ = 7843 keV cannot be ap-
proximated with a gaussian fit.
The three peaks have been fitted with a Gaussian curve plus a linear back-
ground: an example of fit is show in Figure 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.4: Example of fit at Eγ= 2312 keV secondary γ line for the
evaluation of the energy resolution

The FWHM1 of each secondary peak is plotted in Figure 5.5; their values
have been also reported in Table 5.2; this procedure has been repeated for
three different targets to check the reproducibility.

TABLE 5.2: Full Width Half Maximum fitted for three secondary
peaks: in the last column the extrapolation at 7843 keV.

Target Eγ (keV) σHPGe (keV) σHPGe at 7843 keV

MT1
2312 2.20±0.033

5.58±1.724915 3.56± 0.37
5691 5.21±0.72

MT2
2312 2.2938±0.036

5.55±0.824915 4.05± 0.2967
5691 4.02±0.5177

MT10
2312 2.17±0.015

4.59± 0.714915 3.509±0.16
5619 3.782±0.29

The FWHM of the resolution depends linearly on the square root of gamma
energy, due to the Fano factor [54].
In Figure 5.5, it is evident that error bars for Eγ=4915 and 5619 keV are at
the level of 10% due to the low statistic acquired: the extrapolation at higher
energy cause an uncertainty of the FWHM at Eγ = 7843 keV around 20%, so
in the final analysis I decide to constrain σHPGe(7843 keV) to vary between 4
and 6 keV.

1σHPGe(Eγ) is related to the FWHM by means of σHPGe(Eγ) = FWHM/2.36
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FIGURE 5.5: (Colour online) The three colours represents the curves
of different γ-ray spectra emitted by the 13C(p, γ)14N on three differ-

ent targets

5.1.3 Analysis on target stoichiometry

The effective stopping power is the crucial quantity in our data analysis.
During the cross section measurements, the target composition can change
since light elements could be implanted modifying the target stoichiometry.
The goal of this analysis is to estimate the modification of the target compo-
sition as a function of the cumulative charge Q on target. One can write:

∑
Ni

Na
εi = k(Q) (5.8)

assuming k(Q) as a free parameter in the fitting procedure of the γ-spectrum.
The reference run named p_ref1 is always acquired with a fresh target so the
contribution to this term is zero.
Then in the following runs, the infinitive yield (formula 5.3) can be parametrized
as:

dY(Eγ, Eγ + dE) ∝
σ(Eγ)

ε13C(Eγ) + k(Q)
Σ(Eγ)rHPGe(Eγ, σHPGe)dE (5.9)

The parametrization 5.9 allows to be independent from the type of contami-
nant nuclei in the target.
I simulated the stopping power of protons propagating in different targets
made of pure Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen and Tantalum (red cross, black
stars, green dots and blue triangles, respectively). The comparison is shown
in Figure 5.6.

It is evident that the behaviour of stopping power for all the materials has
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FIGURE 5.6: (Colour online) Comparison of stopping power of proton
projectiles in pure materials,Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen and Tanta-
lum, indicated by red cross, black stars, green dots and blue triangles
respectively. The behaviour of stopping power for all the materials

has the same trend as a function of projectile energy.

the same trend as a function of projectile energy.
This means that each curve can be appropriately scaled respect to another to
yield the the same contribution in the stopping power.
Fixing a value of (Ni/Na)X for the inactive material X, it is always possible
to find another value (Ni/Na)Y for a different inactive material Y, such as:

(
Ni

Na
)XεX(E) = (

Ni

Na
)YεY(E) (5.10)

so the contribution of the second term in the formula 4.4 is the same, inde-
pendently from the contaminant in the target.
Based on relation 5.10, I assume, somewhat arbitrarily, Oxygen as inactive
nuclei.
A comparison of the behaviour of (Ni/Na)ε(E) for protons in three different
nuclei: Oxygen, Hydrogen and Tantalum is reported in fig 5.7.
Fixing (Ni/Na)O = 0.1 and scaling the stopping power of the other two nu-
clei, the condition in equation 5.10 was found with Ni/Na = 0.37 and 0.038
for Hydrogen and Tantalum, respectively.
Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of Ni/Naε(E)Y between Oxygen, Hydrogen
and Tantalum.
The comparison among the three trands shows an agreement in the proton
energy range used in the analysis within 1%.

I repeated the same numerical simulation for the stopping power of alpha
projectiles.
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FIGURE 5.7: (Colour online) Inactive contribution to stopping power
for different pollutants with appropriate values of Ni/Na: Hydrogen,
Oxygen and Tantalum, are indicated by red cross, green dots and blue

triangles respectively. Discrepancy between curves is less then 1%.

Results are shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9.
Also in this case I assumed Ni/Na = 0.1 for Oxygen as reference inactive
contaminant, and I calculated Ni/Na = 0.32 and Ni/Na = 0.04 for Hydrogen
and Tantalum, respectively.
Also in the case of alpha particle projectiles the trend of stopping power in

the energy region of interest of our measurements is parallel for the different
nuclides, so the rescaling procedure can be used also in this case.
This permits us to use the value of Ni

Na
obtained from the 13C(p, γ)14N spectra

analysis, in the 13C(α, n)16O cross section.
Based on Table 5.1, I assumed that the target stoichiometry during each alpha
run alpha_i, was the same of target stoichiometry during the previous proton
reference run p_refi.
This double numerical simulation gives us the confidence that it is possible
to choose an arbitrary inactive contaminant nuclei , Ī.
Combining 5.9 with 5.8 one obtains 5.11.
In this case the yield in a bin of width dE is:

dY(Eγ, Eγ + dE) ∝
σ(Eγ)

ε13C(Eγ) +
NĪ
Na
(Q)ε Ī(Eγ)

Σ(Eγ(Ep))rHPGe(Eγ, σHPGe)dE

(5.11)

Applying the 5.11 in the fitting procedure I obtain the gamma shape fit shown
in Figure 5.10.
In the first reference run, p_ref1, I assumed Ni/Na = 0 and three free param-
eters:
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FIGURE 5.8: (Colour online) Comparison of stopping power of alpha
projectiles in pure materials, Hydrogen, Carbon, Oxygen and Tanta-
lum, indicated by red cross, black stars, green dots and blue triangles
respectively.The behaviour of stopping power for all the materials has

the same trend as a function of projectile energy.
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ues of Ni/Na: Hydrogen, Oxygen and Tantalum, are indicated by
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tween curves is less then 1%.
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• a normalization constant k

• the FWHM of the energy resolution at 7843 keV, confined between 4 and
6 keV from the analysis described

• the target thickness ∆E that can be extracted from the implementation
of the straggling distribution that improves the fitting of the peak falling
edge

This fitting procedure has been applied for all the targets used for the cross
section analysis.
In the γ-ray spectra acquired after the p_ref1 (the target cycle is in Table 5.1),
the three parameters above have been constrained with the values obtained
during the fitting procedure of ref1, while Ni/Na is let as a free parameter.
I point out that the low energy edge of the gamma shape fit, in Figure 5.10,
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FIGURE 5.10: (Colour online): the red curve is the gamma shape fit
on the experimental spectrum. The fit was performed in the region
delimited by the two blue bars. Green stars represents the deviation

between fit and data (right Y axis).

is excluded from the fitting procedure due to a possible background contri-
bution not yet identified.
However, this cut does not effect the cross section analysis because, as high-
lighted, 13C(α, n)16O yield in negligible in the deepest layers of the target
with respect to the target surface.
In Figure 5.10, green stars indicate the fit discrepancy with the experimental
data: relative values are on the secondary Y axis.
In Figure 5.11, Ni/Na values are plotted as a function fo the cumulative
charge for three different target analysed (each colour represents a target).The
circles are the values fitted during the γ-rays spectra anaysiss, the triangles
are the extrapolated values of the stoichiometry ratio used in the neutron
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analysis.
Due to the fact that the behaviour for each target is different, I will evaluate
the degradation of each target separately, avoiding to add possible system-
atic uncertaintes.
The uncertainty on the stoichiometric ratio Ni/Na at 1σ has been determined
calculating the extremes of the interval [Ni/Na − σ, Ni/Na + σ] in the least
square applying the condition χ2 = χ2

min + 1, as shown in Figure 5.12.
The uncertainty δNi/Na/(Ni/Na) related to the contamination relative to
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FIGURE 5.11: (Colour online) The stoichiometric ratio (Ni/Na)O is
plotted as a function of cumulative charge Qcum on three different
targets, represented by different colours Uncertainties are evaluated

in the least square method with the condition χ2 = χ2
min + 1.

the Oxygen nucleus is in the range 6% < δNi/Na/(Ni/Na) < 10% All values
evaluated with the fitting procedure are listed in Appendix A. One example
is in Table 5.3.

TABLE 5.3: Fit parameters for a target (T12). In the right part of the
table there are the parameters fit with the proton run analysis; on the
left part the are the extrapolated stoichiometric ratio used during the

alpha run analysis.

T12

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T12_ref1 3.671 182.023 0.0359 1.81 289409 289409 0 0 72352.25 0
T12_ref2 3.848 181.417 0.042 1.74 316837 1898246 0,048 0,013 942266 0.024 0.010 alpha1
T12_ref3 4.23 180.000 0.037 1.81 371293 3310837 0.302 0.02 2432509 0.175 0.017 alhpa2
T12_ref4 4.757 181.417 0.0437 2.48 437066 5338284 0.538 0.025 4122470.75 0.420 0.022 alpha3
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FIGURE 5.12: (Colour online): the red quadratic curve indicates the
χ2 value as a function of the free parameter value; the blue line in-
dicates the level of the the χ2

min + 1. The two points where the two
curve intercept indicate the uncertainty interval at 1 σ .

5.2 13C(α, n)16O cross section at low energy

In my PhD work, the 13C(α, n)16O absolute cross section measurement has
been performed in the energy range 275 < E < 305 keV.
Thanks to low background environment and the intense beam delivered by
the LUNA accelerator, we have been able to measured for the first time below
the lowest point in literature measured by Drotleff.[2] at E= 280 keV.
The two experimental setups used have been described in Chapter 3.
Using 3He counters embedded in a polyethylene moderator as detectors, we
lose the possibility to reconstruct the energy spectrum.
The experimental quantity measured is the integral neutron yield Yn, written
as in formula 5.12:

Yn =
Nn

Q
=
∫ Eα,beam

Eα,beam−∆E
η(En)

σ(Eα)

εe f f (Eα)
Σ(Eα)dE (5.12)

where Nn is the net number of neutrons detected after a target irradiation
with charge Q.
The effective stopping power εe f f (Eα) = εC(Eα) +

Ni
Na

εO(Eα) is dependent on
the stoichiometric ratio extrapolated from the gamma shape analysis fitting
procedure, explained in previous section.
Σ(Eα) is the alpha energy distribution diffused in the target due to straggling
effect.
I repeated the numerical simulation using TRIM increasing the target layers’
thickness from 10 up to 300 nm in steps of 3 nm.
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I summed all the contribution form each layer and I built the probability den-
sity function of energy of the alpha particles, shown in Figure 5.13: the pdf
is smeared out only in the last layers of the target, where the reaction contri-
bution is negligible. In the shallow layers, the probability density function is
flat and contributes at the same level in the target, so it can be neglected.
η(En) is the setup efficiency, evaluated by means of Geant4 simulations val-
idated using the 51V(p, n)51Cr reaction in Chapter 3. Functions 3.7 and 3.8
parametrize the efficiency curves of the two setup used during the measure-
ments.
In the alpha energy range 360 < Eα,lab < 400, I assumed an average neutron
energy of 2.5 MeV, corresponding to setup efficiency of 34.1% and 31.4% for
Single target and Multi target setup, respectively.
σ(Eα) is the cross section to be measured. In first approximation I used the
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FIGURE 5.13: Probability density function of alpha energy due to
straggling effect: it is smeared out only in the last layers of the tar-

get

behaviour of the cross section estimated by Heil σHeil(Eα). For the analysis of
a run with beam energy Eα∗, I will write the cross section term as in formula
5.13:

σ(Eα) = σ0(Eα∗)
σHeil(Eα)

σHeil(Eα∗)
(5.13)

where σ0(Eα∗) is the value of the 13C(α, n)16O cross section at energy Eα∗
extrapolated from the data acquired.
This procedure allows the cross section to be determined at the value of the
beam energy within the accelerator machine precision, without necessity to
introduce the effective energy [78].
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Substituting the 5.13 in 5.12 one obtains

Yn(Eα∗) =
Nn

Q
= σ0(Eα∗)

∫ Eα∗

Eα∗−∆E
η(En)

σHeil(Eα)
σHeil(Eα∗)
εe f f (Eα)

dE (5.14)

Refering to equation 5.12, the reaction yield at Eα,lab= 400, 380 and 360 keV is
compared: in Figure 5.14 they are represented by red, green and blue spectra,
respectively.
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FIGURE 5.14: (colours online) Comparison of sum spectra per unit of
charge for three different energies: red, green and blue spectra indi-

cate yield at beam energy of 400, 380 and 360 keV, respectively.

The background of 3.3 counts per hour in the region of interest between chan-
nels 200 and 700 (Section 3.3.3) has been subtracted to each raw spectrum.
In Table 5.4 are listed the main quantities measured at each incident energy,
together with the number of targets used to reach at least a statistical uncer-
tainty lower than 10%.
In the Plot in Figure 5.15 all the measurement referring to Eα = 400 keV are

shown.
Different colours and symbols represent irradiations on different targets: on
X axis there is the numbering of alpha run. The error bars indicates only sta-
tistical uncertainty.
The cross section value σ̄ and the overall uncertainty δ2

σ̄ have been estimated
with the weighted average on n measurements with value σi and uncertainty
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TABLE 5.4: Summary of measurements performed in the first cam-
paign: the charge Q tot accumulated and the number of net counts

Nn have been used to evaluate the reaction yield

Eα (keV) Ecm (keV)
targets
used

Setup used Q tot (C) Nn

400 275.29 5 MT 14.3 1990
390 298.23 5 MT 16.8 1137
380 290.59 6 MT 17 736
370 282.94 6 ST 13.7 438
360 275.29 9 MT 20.4 394
340 260 4 ST 15.2 63
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FIGURE 5.15: (Colour online) Cross section evaluation for different
targets (each target is represented by one colour): on x-axis the alpha

run relative to the measurement.

δi:

σ̄ =

n
∑

i=1

σi
δ2

i

n
∑

i=1

1
δ2

i

δ2
σ̄ =

1
n
∑

i=1

1
δ2

i

(5.15)

5.2.1 Calculation for different contaminants

In order to be confident in my analysis, I verified if the choice of a particu-
lar contaminant for the degradation evaluation could introduce systematic
uncertainties. The investigation was performed on a target irradiated with
energy beam Eα = 400 keV: this target had three alpha irradiations inter-
spersed with with four reference proton runs.
The inactive nuclide has been changed with one lighter and one heavier than
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Oxygen: I choose Hydrogen and Tantalum, respectively.
Figure 5.16 shows the degradation curve for the three contaminant nuclei:
red, green and blue curves represent the equivalent pollution of the target
considering Tantalum, Oxygen and Hydrogen, respectively.
Error bars are are at the level of 5%, the average uncertainty coming from the
evaluation of Ni/Na from the fit.
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FIGURE 5.16: (Colour online) Diagram of degradation evaluation for
the same target assuming different contaminants: red, green and blue
curves show the equivalent pollution of a carbon target with Hydro-

gen, Oxygen and Tantalum, respectively.

The lighter is the inactive nuclei element, the steeper is the curve. This is due
mainly to the fact that the stopping power in light elements is lower.
In order to have the same effect in the stopping power formula, to a lower
stopping power should correspond an higher value of Ni/Na.
The correction was included in the analysis for the cross section evaluation.
The three cross section points evaluated during each alpha run are compared
per each possible contaminant. Results are shown in Figure 5.17: error bars
of points include only statistical uncertainty.
We can observe that all the points in different runs have the same values
within uncertainties. In Table 5.5 the cross section value obtained using the
formulas 5.15.
I can conclude that the arbitrary choice of the type of contaminant nuclei does
not add any systematic uncertainty in the cross section estimation.
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FIGURE 5.17: (Colour online) Cross section evaluation three alpha
run of the same target MT2 assuming different contaminant during
the evaluation: red, green and blue points represent points evaluated
with Hydrogen, Oxygen and Tantalum, respectively. For all the runs

cross section values correspond within uncertainty.

TABLE 5.5: Cross section evaluated considering different possible in-
active nuclei in the analysis. Values agree within the uncertainties.

Inactive
nuclide

σ (barn) δ (barn)

Oxygen 1.002E-10 2.22E-12
Hydrogen 1.062E-10 7.68E-12
Tantalum 0.996E-10 7.16E-12

5.3 Results and uncertainties

Considering the analysis apporach described in the previous section, the
13C(α, n)16O reaction cross section was measured at six different energies
360 < Eα,lab < 400 keV, in 10 keV plus the point at Eα,lab = 340 keV.
The cross section values are listed in Table 5.6 with their statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties.
All the measurements have been performed to get statistical uncertainties
lower then 10%, including the propagation of the background subtraction to
the raw counts.
More crucial is the control of systematic uncertainties, main contributions
come from:

• the integration of the charge on the target at 3%

• the stopping power from SRIM compilation at 6%
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• the target degradation uncertainty on the value Ni/Na between 6% and
10%

• the efficiency measurement at 5%

TABLE 5.6: Experimental cross section

Eα,lab (keV) E σ(E)(10−11 barn)( ±stat±syst)
400 305.88 14.70± 0.39± 1.47
390 298.23 8.94± 0.32± 0.89
380 290.59 5.03± 0.19± 0.50
370 282.94 3.43± 0.14± 0.34
360 275.29 2.10± 0.13± 0.21
340 260.00 0.72± 0.10± 0.07

Our analysis approach give us a robust ground to assume that the effective
energy associated to the S(E)-factor, can be associated at the alpha beam at
which the cross section measurements have been performed.
Thanks to the accurate energy resolution and the long term machine stability
provided by the LUNA accelerator, the beam energy propagation uncertainty
is less then 1%, so negligible with respect other uncertainty sources.
The S(E)-factor data are reported in Table 5.7.

TABLE 5.7: Experimental S(E)-factor of 13C(α, n)16O

E (keV) S(E)-factor (105 MeV b) ( ±stat±syst)
305.88 9.233 ± 0.243 ± 0.923
298.23 8.833 ± 0.319 ± 0.883
380.59 7.961 ± 0.308 ± 0.796
282.94 8.856 ± 0.375 ± 0.941
275.29 9.052 ± 0.545 ± 0.905

260 9.258 ± 1.606 ± 0.926

The comparison between previous direct measurements and our S(E)-factor
values is shown in Figure 5.18, where blue circles, green stars and red tri-
angles indicate the experimental points measured in the present work, the
Drotleff’s and the Heil’s data, respectively. The red curve is the R-matrix fit
performed by Heil [34].

In Figure 5.18, one can observe that in this PhD work we measured the cross
section at an unprecedented lower energy point, 20 keV down the lower en-
ergy point measured by Drotleff.
I would like also to point out that almost all the cross section measurements
have an overall uncertainty of the 10% as the prefixed goal. Special attention
reserves the lowest cross section points at 360 and 340 keV, which have an
overall uncertainty of 14% and 17%, respectively, due to the poor statistic ac-
quired.
In Figure 5.19, the overall relative uncertainty, per each point in the three
datasets, is compared: blue circles, green stars and red triangles, correspond-
ing to the experimental points measured in this PhD work, Drotleff’s and by
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FIGURE 5.18: (Colour online) Comparison of the present LUNA S(E)-
factor (blue circles) with the previous data in literature: green stars
and red triangles indicate the experimental point measured by Drotl-
eff [2] and by Heil, respectively. The red curve is the R Matrix by Heil

[34].

Heil, respectively.
The unbelievable reduction of the overall uncertainties in the present work
can be mainly addressed to two reasons: the background reduction in LNGS
that causes an important improvement in the statistical uncertainty together
with an accurate monitoring of the target behaviour that didn’t add other
systematic errors.
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FIGURE 5.19: (Colour online) Overall relative ncertainty correspond-
ing to each data point of three different datasets: blue circles, green
stars and red triangles indicate the experimental points measured in

this PhD work, in Drotleff [2] and in Heil [34], respectively.
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In order to have a simultaneous fit of a calculated R-matrix function for dif-
ferent data sets including the present data, one needs to have a clear sepa-
ration among statistical and systematic uncertainties budget, as it was de-
bated in Shürmann et al’s paper [79]. Unfortunately the literature data for
the 13C(α, n)16O reaction are poor in information except the Heil’s dataset.
Anyway, I used the open source Azure2 [80] code to perform a very prelimi-
nary fit.
I used three different data sets: the point at low energy from this work, Heil
et al.’s points and Drotleff et al’s ones that cover an high energy range up to
1 MeV. I decided to not use Harissopulos et al.’s data because of the under-
estimation of the uncertainties due to a partial calibration validation of the
simulation (See chapter 1).
I included six energy resonances as input parameters in the Azure code : E1 =
6.356 MeV Jπ = 1/2+, E2 = 7.165 MeVJπ = 5/2−, E3 = 7.202 MeV Jπ = 3/2+,
E4 = 7.379 MeV Jπ = 5/2+, E5 = 7.382 MeV Jπ = 5/2− and E6 = 7.447 MeV
Jπ = 3/2−, with the corresponding background poles with the same Jπ, set
at energy of 30 MeV.
The channel radius values are the same used for Heil’s fit: 4.0 and 5.2 fm for
the 16O + n channel and for the 13C + α channel, respectively.
The preliminary S(E)-factor fit is shown in Figure 5.20.
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FIGURE 5.20: (Colour online) Three data sets, blue circles from this
work, green stars from Drotleff and red triangles from Heil. The blue

line is preliminary fit. For details see the text.

Even if the goal of my PhD work it is not to perform a global R-matrix fit,
however one can point out that an open issue exists in the high energy range.
This could be the consequence of the need to quantify and keep under control
the systematic uncertainties also for high energy data points.





Conclusions

In my thesis work I have presented results of the new measurement of the
absolute cross section of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction (Q=2.215 MeV), the main
neutron source for s process in low mass AGB stars. The environmental tem-
perature is around 108 K, that is translate in a Gamow window 140 < E < 230
keV, well below the Coulombian barrier. Before this PhD work, the state of
the art presented measurements in the energy range 280 < E < 8000 keV.
In particular, measurements in the low energy region are affected by uncer-
tainties larger than 50%. The main experimental problems are due to a low
reaction rate with the decreasing of energy that is hidden by the an environ-
mental background of the cosmic neutron background and fission in mate-
rials used for the setup design. Another problem is the difficulty to check
the target modification under an alpha beam ( build up effect, degradation,
contamination).
The extrapolation of high energy data is a tricky process due to the presence
of a near threshold resonance at Ex = (−3± 8) keV of the 17O compound nu-
cleus that contribute to the 13C(α, n)16O cross section in the Gamow window.
Complementary indirect measurements, as the Trojan Horse Method or the
ANC calculation, allow to avoid the experimental problems of the repulsion
of the Coulomb barrier and the screening effect, that in the case of this re-
action is negligible, but a normalization with respect to direct experimental
data is needed. For all this reasons a direct measurement approaching the
Gamow window with an overall uncertainty around 10% is crucial.
In the LUNA (Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics) collabora-
tion framework, I had the unique opportunity to perform the 13C(α, n)16O reaction
cross section measurement taking advantage of a low environmental back-
ground thanks to the natural shielding of 3400 meters water equivalent that
suppresses the neutron cosmic background by three orders of magnitude and
the high intense alpha beam (〈I〉 =200 µA) provided by the LUNA 400 ac-
celerator with an excellent energy resolution (100 eV).
Moreover 3He counters with a stainless steel case have been used for the
measurements. This permitted to reduce the alpha intrinsic background of
the detector, coming from uranium and thorium impurities in the case, by
one order of magnitude with respect normal aluminium case counters.
The overall background estimated in the region of interest is at the level of
3.34± 0.11 counts/h, with the possibility to perform a measurement with an
excellent signal to noise ratio down to low energies. A direct measurement
of the 13C(α, n)16O reaction in an energy window 340 < Elab < 400 keV, has
been performed. The final detector placement was chosen after a long simu-
lation campaign performed with a devoted tool based on the Geant4 code. 18
3He counters have been set in two concentric rings around the target cham-
ber: 6 counters with 25 cm active length and 12 counters with 40 cm of active
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length are embedded in a polyethylene moderator at 6 and 11 cm from the
target, respectively.
Two setup have beed designed : the Multi Target (MT) chamber and the
Single Target Chamber. The MT setup, where it is possible to mount three
targets per time, was used in the first part of the measurement. With this
setup we had the possibility to change the irradiated target without breaking
the vacuum and preserving the chamber experimental condition. This it has
been fundamental for a precise and detailed target characterization with as
low as possibile systematic uncertainties. The ST setup was mounted in the
mounted later because it has a smaller target chamber and a larger efficiency
in our energy region of interest, that is crucial to approach the Gamow win-
dow going down in energy. For both the setups, special efforts were made
to calibrate the corresponding efficiency curve. An experimental campaign
to validate the simulations’ results have been performed by means of the
threshold 51V(p, n)51Cr at MTA ATOMKI and permitted to evaluate the effi-
ciency in the energy region of interest within an uncertainty of 5%: n particu-
lar the efficiency for the setup are 34% and 31% for the ST and MT chambers,
respectively.
A huge study on the targets used has been performed as well, to keep un-
der control possible systematic uncertainty already highlighted in the litera-
ture. For the measurement, 99% enriched 13C powder have been evaporated
onto Tantalum backing. A deep target characterisation study has been fun-
damental for the choice of the strategy of data acquisition and analysis for
the 13C(α, n)16O cross section.
An alternation of proton beam and alpha beam was used during the experi-
mental measurement: the γ− rays spectra emitted by 13C(p, γ)14N reaction
and acquired with a HPGe detector were used for a gamma shape analysis on
the DC→GS peak. An innovative analysis it has been developed with the fi-
nal goal to quantity the target modification as a function of cumulative alpha
charge. With the impinging of the alpha beam on target, we can contaminate
the target with inactive nuclei and consequently the effective stopping power
changes. This causes a yield reduction and a different shape in the peak un-
der analysis. I demonstrated that this analysis is independent of the nucleus
assumed as contaminant: this is due to parallel behaviour of the stopping
power of elements in the energy region of interest of the analysis. For this
reason I chose the Oxygen as reference contaminant nucleus and I estimated
the ratio of inactive and active nuclei in the target as a free parameter in the
fit. This value is extracted from the gamma shape with with an uncertainty
between 5% and 10%.
The modification in the target composition was used as correction in the ex-
perimental neutron yield, defined as the number of neutron detected per unit
of charge on the target. Thanks to this attention for all the experimental as-
pects, we have performed a measurement with unprecedented overall un-
certainties between 10% and 15%, with a clear separation between statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
In this work we were able to measure the 13C(α, n)16O cross section in an en-
ergy range 260 < E < 305 keV, measuring the lowest point ever measured
with a direct measurement going down of 20 keV with respect to the lowest
point measured by Drotleff et al [2].
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This will help to put more constrain on the near threshold resonance once
a complete R-matrix will be performed. To further improve the situation,
the 13C(α, n)16O reaction cross section measurement will continue in two
directions. In the short period, the first half of 2019, at LUNA 400 accelera-
tor another data taking campaign will be performed in order to increase the
statistic at low energy points (340, 320 and 300 keV). In 2020-2021 the LUNA
MV facility will be installed at LNGS providing an alpha beam up to 3.6 MeV
energy. This will allow to measure the 13C(α, n)16O at higher energies that
will give the unique possibility to provide a complete data set over a wide
energy range with well known systematic uncertainties. This approach will
establish a robust extrapolation over the full Gamow peak.
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Appendix A

Measurement runs

In this appendix I will list the runs on the targets used for the 13C(α, n)16O cross
section evaluation at each energy.
On the left part of the table I inserted the values of the parameters fitted
in the gamma shape: the standard deviation of the gaussian function that
parametrize the energy resolution of the HPGe σHPGe. target thickness in nm
∆x, the normalizzation constant k and the degradation parameter Ni/Na.
In the right part of tables the extrapolated values of the stoichiometric ratio
used for the 13C(α, n)16O analysis.

Eα,lab = 400 keV

T12

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T12_ref1 3.671 182.023 0.0359 1.81 289409 289409 0 0 72352.25 0
T12_ref2 3.848 181.417 0.042 1.74 316837 1898246 0.048 0.013 942266 0.024 0.010 alpha1
T12_ref3 4.23 180.000 0.037 1.81 371293 3310837 0.302 0.02 2432509 0.175 0.017 alhpa2
T12_ref4 4.757 181.417 0.0437 2.48 437066 5338284 0.538 0.025 4122470.75 0.420 0.022 alpha3

T22

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T22_ref1 5.8 179.999 0.066 1.95 196412 196412 0 0 73654.5 0 0
T22_ref2 5.8 179.999 0.064 1.49 204725 1401958 0.173 0.017 749042.875 0.087 0.012 alpha1
T22_ref3 4.751 165.675 0.054 3.07 340779 2764406 0.293 0.015 2014994 0.233 0.016 alpha2
T22_ref4 4.478 165.676 0.057137114 3.44 282797 4092916 0.695 0.028 3350714 0.494 0.022 alpha3

T25

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T25_ref1 5.445 130 0.0449 1.98 224144 224144 0 0 84054 0 0
T25_ref2 5.177 130 0.044 1.43 232350 1456924 0.106 0.016 783472.25 0.053 0.011 alpha1
T25_ref3 5.420 130 0.045 2.08 255608 2739658 0.128 0.013 2037296.25 0.117 0.0146 alpha2
T25_ref4 5.445 130 0.045 2.75 240761 3984669 0.184 0.018 3300117.375 0.156 0.0157 alpha3

T32

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T32_ref1 5.188 140 0.049 1.22 209248 290052 0 118870 0 0
T32_ref2 5.093 140 0.049 2.03 211490 1727367 0.221 0.004 956117.25 0.110 0.003 alpha1
T32_ref3 5.379 140 0.049 2.25 223661 2989181 0.227 0.025 2303880.125 0.224 0.0178 alpha2
T32_ref4 5.379 140 0.049 1.9 213569 4293787 0.207 0.018 3586830.25 0.217 0.022 alpha3

MT10

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT10_ref1 5.201 170 0.058 2.61 717441 717441 0 0 179360.25 0 0
MT10_ref2 5.18 170 0.058 2.13 254118 4507951 0.565 0.025 2369806.25 0.282 0.0177 alpha1

Eα,lab = 390 keV



MT1

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT1_ref1 4.629 140 0.040 2.53 248746 248746 0 93279.75 0 0
MT1_ref2 3.81 143.578 0.039 2.96 292409 2519230 0.275 0.018 1316343.625 0.138 0.0128 alpha1
MT1_ref3 3.655 144.415 0.039 5.74 358938 4317272 0.806 0.033 3336832.625 0.540 0.026 alpha2

MT11

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT11_ref1 4.194203 170 0.042951784 2.39 220075 220075 0 82528.125 0 0
MT11_ref2 3.910 169.95 0.0429 2.67 242154 1962863 0.234 0.023 1033690.375 0.117 0.016 alpha1
MT11_ref3 3.910 171.932402 0.043 2.12 233034 3722495 0.304 0.022 2783280.5 0.269 0.023 alpha2

MT7

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT7_ref1 3.523 169.202 0.043 1.43 218656 218656 0 81996 0 0
MT7_ref2 3.363 171.219 0.043 2.53 577711 5266285 1.273 0.035 2642924.625 0.636 0.025 alpha1

MT6

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT6_ref1 4.053 171.3217452 0.03923673 1.94 247676 247676 0 92878.5 0 0
MT6_ref2 3.36 171.219 0.0426 1.23 226102 3669068 0.602 0.03 1899149.75 0.301 0.021 alpha1

MT9

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT9_ref1 4.053 171.321 0.0432 1.44 217360 217360 0 0 81510 0 0
MT9_ref2 4.419 170.000 0.043 1.81 495046 3579434 0.576 0.026 1809346.25 0.288 0.018 alpha1

Eα,lab = 380 keV

T18

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T18_ref1 5.23 146.35 0.048 2.05 144904 144904 0 54339 0 0
T18_ref2 5.71 140.00 0.050 3.41 165796 3375831 0.628 0.023 1721530 0.313 0.016 alpha1

T21

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T21_ref1 4.685 160.00 0.046 1.4 175429 175429 0 65785.875 0 0
T21_ref2 4.695 163.118 0.0470 2.34 267094 3332448 0.154 0.015 1698623.125 0.076 0.010 alpha1

MT3

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT3_ref1 5.102 139.568 0.043 1.49 129601 129601 0 48600.375 0 0
MT3_ref2 5.102 139.569 0.043 2.29 201870 3285503 0.535 0.0305 1666118.125 0.268 0.022 alpha1

MT4

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT4_ref2 4.686 160.00 0.046 1.32 83622 265412 0 122253.25 0 0
MT4_ref3 4.686 160.00 0.047 1.59 482504 4030809 1.615 0.038 2077344.75 0.808 0.027 alpha1

T20

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T20_ref1 4.685 160.00 0.046 1.79 207767 207767 0 77912.625 0 0
T20_ref2 4.686 160.00 0.047 2.51 203272 3228374 0.166752153 0.018 1666690.625 0.083 0.013 alpha1

T19

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T19_ref1 4.042 180.00 0.051 1.49 221258 221258 0 82971.75 0 0
T19_ref2 4.05 181.537 0.052 1.58 363584 2459404 0.274 0.015 1267225.75 0.137 0.011 alpha1



Eα,lab = 370 keV

T30

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T30_ref1 4.33 230.00 0.074 1.13 160155 160155 0 60058.125 0 0
T30_ref2 4.950 229.1334 0.073 1.22 192218 3012905 0.221 0.017 1542483.375 0.110 0.012 alpha1

T13

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T13_ref1 3.865 189.99 0.054 2.15 205388 205388 0 77020.5 0 0
T13_ref2 3.947 190.396 0.054 1.42 217978 2784304 0.202 0.016 1441925.25 0.101 0.011 alpha1

T16

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T16_ref1 5.345 202.559 0.080 1.7 162403 162403 0 60901.125 0 0
T16_ref2 5.175 202.558 0.080 3.13 168708 2421491 0.487 0.023 1250558.125 0.243 0.016 alpha1

T23

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T23_ref1 5.523 201.726 0.071 1.47 154679 154679 0 58004.625 0 0
T23_ref2 5.842 200.00 0.071 2.25 187457 2875744 0.510 0.026 1472444.5 0.255 0.018 alpha1

T29

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T29_ref1 5.484 199.99 0.073 1.34 145143 145143 0 54428.625 0 0
T29_ref2 5.484 199.99 0.073 2.44 172222 2451618 0.258 0.018 1258709.875 0.129 0.012 alpha1

T26

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T26_ref1 5.523 201.726 0.073 1.72 149056 149056 0 55896 0 0
T26_ref2 4.964 203.499 0.072 1.39 162538 1339595 0.108 0.015 705376.25 0.054 0.010 alpha1



Eα,lab = 360 keV

MT15

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT15_ref1 4.903 199.00 0.063 1.89 166409 166409 0 62403.375 0 0
MT15_ref2 4.323 190.865 0.057 1.75 222274 3700498 0.552 0.026 1884868.125 0.276 0.018 alpha1

MT14

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT14_ref1 4.767 189.203 0.058 1.24 400767 400767 0 150287.625 0 0
MT14_ref2 5.058 190.363 0.058 2.75 248922 2651294 0.577 0.025 1444819.375 0.288 0.018 alpha1

MT13

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT13_ref1 3.99 181.763 0.049 1.78 219494 219494 0 82310.25 0 0
MT13_ref2 5.195 179.99 0.050 1.88 281590 3070356 0.70 0.01 1582289.5 0.355 0.007 alpha1

MT18

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT18_ref1 4.496 182.306 0.049 1.55 232715 232715 0 87268.125 0 0
MT18_ref2 5.297 179.99 0.05 2.59 228280 3585036 0.541 0.027 1851251.125 0.271 0.019 alpha1

MT17

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT17_ref1 4.443 199.99 0.0601 1.28 140854 140854 0 52820.25 0 0
MT17_ref2 4.443 199.99 0.067 2.5 148437 2549951 0.641867119 0.03 1309241.125 0.32 0.021 alpha1

MT16

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT16_ref1 4.994 130.00 0.038 2.32 277204 277204 0 103951.5 0 0
MT16_ref2 4.998 129.99 0.038 2.35 131027 4527836 0.876 0.058 2351491.125 0.438 0.041 alpha1

MT20

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av

MT20
MT20_ref1 5.362 143.487 0.0484 1.13 144457 144457 0 54171.375 0 0
MT20_ref2 5.583 140.00 0.0495 1.47 69800 3176332 0.670 0.055 1633612.375 0.335 0.039 alpha1

MT21

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT21ref1 5.389 160.00 0.0532 2.05 183142 183142 0 68678.25 0 0
MT21ref2 5.389 160.00 0.053 1.58 138701 3383208 0.377 0.028 1742944.625 0.188 0.020 alpha1

MT24

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
MT24_ref1 5.651 122.781 0.048 2.08 131024 131024 0 49134 0 0
MT24_ref2 5.651 128.781 0.051 4.91 158089 2758535 0.492 0.039 1408640.375 0.246 0.028 alpha1

Eα,lab = 340 keV

T51

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T51_ref2 5.513 230 0.082 1.32 304705 304705 0 0 114264.375 0 0
T51_ref3 5.5627 230 0.082 1.96 285683 1532492 0.084441949 0.015 844800 0.042 0.011 alpha1
T51_ref4 5.562 230 0.082 2.31 258188 2800226 0.212841018 0.018 2098375.125 0.148 0.016 alpha2
T51_ref5 5.5627 230 0.082 1.75 222141 4028400 0.557169406 0.025 3354271.875 0.385 0.0218 alpha3
T51_ref6 5.5627 230 0.082 1.88 209999 5015296 0.560575917 0.025 4467830.5 0.559 0.025 alpha4



T38

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T38_ref1 5.514 230.000 0.083 1.45 304705.000 304705.000 0.000 114264.375 0.000 0.000
T38_ref2 5.812 230.000 0.104 1.87 285683.000 1532492.000 0.102 0.010 844800.000 0.051 0.007 alpha1
T38_ref3 5.812 230.000 0.104 2.05 258188.000 2800226.000 0.280 0.016 2098375.125 0.191 0.013 alpha2
T38_ref4 5.812 230.000 0.104 1.98 222141.000 4028400.000 0.621 0.024 3354271.875 0.451 0.020 alpha3
T38_ref5 5.812 230.000 0.104 2.54 209999.000 5015296.000 0.701 0.024 4467830.500 0.661 0.024 alpha4

T61

proton run alpha run
run σHPGe ∆x(nm) k(a.u) χ2

red Qpart Qcum Ni/Na δ(Ni/Na) Qav Ni/Naav δ(Ni/Na)av
T61_ref1 5.307 190.506 0.068 2.03 304705.000 304705.000 0.000 114264.375 0.000 0.000
T61_ref2 5.655 190.000 0.068 1.97 285683.000 1532492.000 0.033 0.009 844800.000 0.017 0.007 alpha1
T61_ref3 5.655 190.000 0.068 1.54 258188.000 2800226.000 0.140 0.012 2098375.125 0.087 0.011 alpha2
T61_ref4 5.862 190.000 0.068 2.75 222141.000 4028400.000 0.292 0.018 3354271.875 0.216 0.015 alpha3
T61_ref5 5.357 191.515 0.066 2.38 209999.000 5015296.000 0.403 0.021 4467830.500 0.348 0.020 alpha4
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